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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
inscape: inward significant character or quality belonging uniquely to objects or events in nature and human experience
esp. as perceived by the blended observation and introspection of the poet and in turn embodied in patterns
of such specif. poetic elements as imagery, rhythm,
rhyme, assonance, sound symbolism and allusion:
INWARDNESS
WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY

omewhere
along
the
world's time line we
S
learned to make mirrors. Probably after man invented the
wheel and found that he and
she could now go calling on
others of their kind, he and she
began to worry about personal
appearance. After all, wheels increase speed, and the speed increases wind, and the wind
musses one's hair. We have
windows now, but in those
days, everything was no doubt
very open and windy. Sometime after the wheel then, the
mirror had to be invented. This
began to disrupt the family
unit. Instead of asking a family
member how proper he or she
looked and waiting for an approving or disapproving grunt
( sometimes it is still done this
way), an adolescent spent an
hour combing out fur and
straightening tangles in some
places, while carefully displacing hairs in other places,
and all this for the Byronic, or
California look of calculated
casualness. Primping before

mirrors became a great national
pastime. It is even more so
today. Entire buildings have
been converted into cubic mirrors. And we, having grown so
accustomed to receiving impressions of ourselves, expect and
even panic when we can't find
a mirror anywhere. We have
even begun to look in to eyesthe eyes of almost anyone-in
order to maintain our image as
a mirror gives it to us. If we
cannot see ourselves, I believe
that we fear we are not there.
Our mania for feedback created a demand for a mass mirror market. For instance, a lot
of Sunday insert-type of magazines bring to you such questions as, "Are you lonely? Take
this quiz and find out!" and
"Does your eye color dictate
your personality?" People sell
us things on the pitch that
"This is really you!" or
"Change your image!" We
amass personal belongings in
order to identify or make a
statement about ourselves:
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owning things-property, animals, machines-becomes an act
of self-expression. Mirrors shine
everywhere around us.
As the mirror revolution approached our century, a poet
named Gerard Manley Hopkins
wrote to Robert Bridges, his
editor, in February of 1879 and
said in regard to his work,

sense another mirror, true; but
this kind of mirror is not nearly
so flaunting or possessive. This
kind of understanding does not
project upon a flower the intangible human sigh or expect
that the only function of the
soul of a dog is to be man's
best friend: the flower has
something that makes it differ-

" .. . But as air, melody, is what
strikes me most of ail in music and
design in painting, so design , pattern or what I am in the habit of
caiiing 'inscape' is what I above
ail aim at in poetry." Gerard
Manley Hopkins, like other
writers and thinkers that have
come and gone, learned that to
treat the gift of vision as perception through a window
rather than by means of a mirror clarified understanding that
could again be reconstructed in
his art. This particular kind of
restructuring was his perception
of the thing-the discovery of it
as perceived by his combined
senses and emotional and intellectual comprehension-in a

ent from us and bestows and
emotes its flowerness, and the
dog has something that makes
it bark, gesture, respond, and
instigate like a dog. It has inscape, and the inscape of any
given person, animal , or object
is different from man's or any
individual's inscape.
Experience itself has inscape,
as well as horses, rocks, and apples. Recorded experience, or
writing, has its inscape, too. Inscape is contained in all the
technical constructions of written or visual or performed
work. Thus one may glimpse
the "inwardness" of a work by
perceiving how rhyme, rhythm,
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WE WELCOME PARTICIPATION,

SUBMISSIONS, AND SUPPORT.

meter, images and so forth
work together to compose the
whole. We look beyond ourselves into the writing, the experience, and perhaps the person, thereby avoiding what
Eliot astutely defined as "having the experience but missing
the meaning," becoming, as
Henry James put it, "A person
upon whom nothing is lost."

campus manifests itself. We
leave it up to our readers to
perceive the inscape of the materials collected, of the campus
itself, and beyond.
We welcome participation,
submissions, and support. We
publish the best of what we
get, and we need a greater
breadth of work to give a fair
representation of the creative
and scholastic activities on
campus.
We hope you enioy the
magazine.

We have borrowed Hopkin's
term inscape to describe what
we hope will be the journal's
justification for existence. Inscape is to be a glass through
which the creative element on
the Brigham Young University

PATRICIA E. GUNTER

Editor
Inscape
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LANTERNLIGHT

see

see the night land gleam
the lure of shoreline
far from the prow
where we stand
drawn to the one
vision of land
the other world of lanternlight
there under the winding echo
of the loon
follow the path
the fleeting one from sand
that leads through the resonant grass
to the Ian tern
lull
lustre of lanternlight
the liquid fall
of leaves
serene languid by the dull
water welling
silent
in the limp pool of your dream
is home is haven

RICHARD TICE, from the San Francisco/Oakland Bay area, 1s a
graduate student in comparative literature.

EDGAR

CONNI KUNZLER
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is diminutive movements were awkward but still very much
like a boy as he walked along the open dirt road. He walked
without a comrade, and his steps were not decidedly fixed one in
front of the other. Rather, his walk seemed a combination of inexperience and ill-breeding; like a stranger, he was preoccupied
with his surroundings and not particularly his direction nor his
method of movement in that direction. He always chose a path
home that others did not take, yet was still within their sight. He
knew adroitly the ground he travelled from the schoolhouse to his
home, and could successfully avoid virtually everyone if he wanted. And although the ground was familiar, the day-after-day
journey was hardly routine, for he was a devoted companion to
his thoughts, and he curiously perceived his surroundings. Shapes,
textures, colors, and combinations of these weaved in and out of
his mind faster than he could master. His solitude of eleven years
had developed this attachment. He occupied a house with only his
grandfather whose voice was rough and sporadic, sometimes
sounding like a shovel pushing across cement to collect a pile of
snow. Though his grandfather often spoke, Edgar rarely heard.
Thus he found utterances ineffective, and life was made visually
whole through acts of imagination.
In school he was inhibited and disturbed by people. He spoke
with difficulty, struggling with both the selection of his words
and their arrangement. He often stuttered, especially when he was
forced to speak in front of his peers. His mind seemed to see
shapes and patterns and colors but not words, especially not the
right words. His thoughts were clear to him because he felt them
and his feelings were lucid and holistic; but his speech was slow
and uneven as his walk, masking boredom and his own boorishness. His tender actions, however, strangely enchanted others;
they were honest and sensitive, and therefore rather unlike most.
Edgar had lived all his eleven years in the same small town . It
was like most small towns: full of gossip, people over the age of
sixty, picket fences, and cats, and each establishment lining the
main street was properly managed by a town member. Yet, unlike
most communities, this one had a particular air of cultural awareness. Its members seemed to have a careful sense of what was aes-

H
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thetically pleasing: in the winter, when the deep snow was shovelled away from the ground, it seemed to be sculptured rather
than piled; and in the spring, when the hills were bathed in
daisies, the town was always decorated in meticulously planted
flowers of all varieties.
Edgar's route home passed near the main street of town. The
activity on this particular street was businesslike and it was this
sense of importance and hurry that always attracted Edgar. Occasionally, he chose to enter the street, roaming and staring in an inquisitive manner. Near the massive oak that obstructed his view
of Mr. Farley's Antique Shop, Edgar felt he was being looked
upon, and he self-consciously tripped in his steps. About nine
paces in front of him a classmate was looking over her shoulder.
Her face was pale and her cheeks hollow and thin. She had wiry •
yellow hair that had fallen out of its rings. Her eyes were tepid
blue, and over her colorfully flowered smock was a once fluffy
pink cardigan sweater that had been hurriedly misbuttoned . To
keep up with her companion, she walked with a kind of skip.
When their eyes met, Edgar hastily drew down his head to where
a small hole was wearing in the toe of his brown-scuffed shoe.
The girl tittered and turned forward. With an eager gaze and her
chin pointing upward, she continued listening to her enthusiastic
partner. Marisella had decidedly avoided a backward glance at Edgar and reacted disconcertedly to her gawking friend-though she,
too, had often fixed her eyes on Edgar.

M

arisella was tall, with chatty green eyes and soft, dark lashes.
Her tawny hair fell in delicate curls. And placed carefully on each
side of her flushed cheeks were two shiny barrettes. Her arms were
always moving, usually in some proportion to her level of excitement, and these lively movements and words delighted others. She
was much like a storybook character in her encompassing perfection, but more vital.
Everyone likes Marisella, thought Edgar. But why does she ...
she looks at me too much, funny. My hair .. . no, she thinks I
sound wrong.
He stood inquisitively for just a moment. Then , in an attempt
to be free of his schoolmates' sight, Edgar stopped to peer in the
dusty windows of Mr. Farley's.
Edgar's grandfather died when he was nineteen and left Edgar
with only a small sum of money. He moved soon after to a oneroom apartment inside the town . Edgar felt he had lost a companion, but mostly, it was that his grandfather's presence of voice had
disappeared.

Edgar
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Edgar's unaccepted ways grew more pronounced. Movements
easily overlooked and assumed to be born of excitement and discovery while still a boy were no longer considered enchanting nor
attractive from a man. His irregular steps were longer now and
the unrhythmic sound of his feet in motion was easily detected
from fairly far away. This sound often frightened the small children on their way to school when he walked the streets of the
town in the early morning hours. His interest in his surroundings
had now become an obsession. He rarely slept for more than three
or four hours at a time. And, on one occasion, he spent nearly
two full days beside a small pond full of water lilies and trout. Filtering the sun and the darkness with his cupped hands, he had sat
by the pond in a near trance.
Others' condescending attention to his speech had caused regression and increased his unwillingness to speak. His speech was
often presented in incomplete sentences and unorganized swatches
of words and he still found occasion to stutter or repeat whole
words. His eyes lit with bashful fire when he was constrained to
speak, and a coarse beard grew over his tanned, gaunt face. Al- .
though his face was coarse, it was not altogether unattractive: his
cheekbones were high and his lips appeared round and soft, maybe
even gentle. His arms were gangly and placed straight by the sides
of his slight body. An oxfordcloth shirt, stained in patches of autumn colors, was buttoned loosely around his strong wrists. Suspenders were drawn over his round shoulders and attached themselves to a pair of parched corduroy trousers that had been
thinned by wear. And, although he lacked the social graces befitting a gentleman, Edgar was an artist, and quite by chance.
He happened upon his talent one afternoon while trying to understand the color pattern of a lavenderish pansy. To better see it,
he thought it best to transfer the flower's pattern to a flat surface.
But the pattern did not seem to be contained within the flower: it
extended boundlessly. Edgar found that not only had he drawn
the flower's delicate surface texture, but nearly everything that
surrounded it. All that he saw and so carefully studied he could
recreate on a flat surface, somehow enhanced. That night he did
not sleep. Since then, he lavished nearly all his time and money on
his newly found ability. Charcoal drawings on a matte finish, and
vivid, transparent watercolors intrigued him most. They both had
a sort of revealing, clear nature, and each stroke remained.
Edgar's unadorned apartment overlooked a less inhabited part
of town. Inside, near the corner, a canvas that had not yet been
used stood against a small window. Further inside the furnishings
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were few and cramped in the small quarters: a metal cot with a
thin, water-stained mattress; a large, oak table used both for paints
and food; four or five easels; and an overstuffed, pink-flowered
chair with a tear in its back. Half-eaten food and its attending paraphernalia were scattered about the room, as well as rags, brushes,
newspaper, and clothing of all sorts. His cot was without sheets,
and a thin, wool blanket lay curled upon the mattress. From the
edge of his bed, Edgar stared at the unused canvas. How peculiarly
he felt for his art: at first it had been an adoring attachment, but

Edgar
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he soon felt a responsibility to it. He did not wholly understand
this feeling or attachment, but it was like a growth from within
that must be allowed, even pushed, out; it seemed not part of him
and yet it grew and spread over all of him.

He

stood, and walked toward the small window where the canvas was propped. He often looked out on the sometimes-too-familiar world. Olivine trees spotted the countryside. Their trunks
were massive, paler in color than the green of the leaves. The
branches were thin and free, hanging down limply in a curving
fashion. Across the street, sun tarnished the windows of Ming's
deserted laundry. Just to the right of Ming's, Kofer's, an exclusive
haberdashery, shone bright with expensive excitement and bustling intrigue. Though Edgar longed to be a part of the exhileration, he was not. He desired the world's hurried companionship,
but it frightened him; it was not for him and he sensed this overwhelmingly, especially when he stood behind his window, gazing
and appraising the world outside.
Standing near the edge of the window now, Edgar glanced past
Ming's. Not far off, brisk and womanly, walked Marisella. She had
not changed from when they were both young: her ways were still
full of charm and her social position still very secure. Edgar still
wrestled with an uneasy attraction for her. Her face was soft and
vital, her attire vogue. Strokes of bright sunlight shone amber on
her silkened hair. Initially, Edgar had shrunk at seeing her, but
she had walked past his apartment many times in the past few
weeks, and he puzzled at her hesitant, almost daily passing. As she
drew near, he prepared to draw his head down from out of the
gaze of the window, but when she reached the point directly
across from his room, she turned slowly, smiling with disturbing
excitement. She was winded, and stared with a queer sort of yearning. It was the same look Edgar remembered seeing when they
were younger.
Could it be, maybe? Maybe she really did feel something .. .
something toward me before, and . .. and even, maybe even now,
thought Edgar. But how? How could it be so? But she looks at
me and I feel, I see ... it's in her eyes.
Marisella paused once again, then continued her stride toward
Kofer's. A bothersome knock drew Edgar away from his thoughts
of Marisella. Agitated, he opened the door. Standing tall and slender was Josef Powers. His posture was nearly perfect and his smile
fixed; he was like a tall building with an open window. He was
dressed in a fitted suit of grey flannel and his shoes were shiny
black. He had come from a large art gallery about fifty miles away
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where Edgar's relatively few pieces of sculptu re had been displayed. In his hand he carried a small, brown leather pouch. He
held the pouch up, close to Edgar's face, and spoke with a twinkle
of delight in his eyes.
"All for you, Edgar. She has purchased all your pieces of sculpture. She finds them captivating and would like more, whatever
you have."
"Why, who ... who is she? Why does she want them all ... all
my sculptures?" inquired Edgar.
"Her name is Marisella Leplory. And as to why she so admires
your art, I cannot say, but that it is with a .. . ," he paused, "a
queer sort of affection."
Powers then promptly placed the pouch full of money into Edgar's hand and, without even entering Edgar's flat, bid farewell,
and turned out of the small porch.
Edgar stood astonished, the door wide open. The air was cool
on his flushed cheeks. Maybe, maybe it is true ... what I felt, he
thought. She looks hard at me through the window, and her eyes
tell me .. . and, and now she wants my art. Will she come again
by my window? What, what will I say? And her hair; it's so . ..
so soft.
His mind raced with wild excitement; he gained new exuberance. He quickly flung closed the door and came to rest upon his
shabby bed once again . Quiet suddenly appeared across his languid
body. He felt the muscles in his face relax, and a great feeling of
despair inundated him : a feeling like that of one whose abilities
fail to match his hopes. For a moment he had felt warmth, maybe
even acceptance. But her feelings for him were surely not therehis manners were so awkward and his surroundings dull. Oh, he
felt then, but ... but, how could she have any affection for me? I
dare not believe it.
And with that, he raised himself from his bed to the streetside
window, and proceeded with his work on the white canvas.
Edgar now looked forward to her daily passing. Her curious
stare into his window delighted him. Her face from his small window brought a resurgence of life into his childlike heart.
It had grown colder and rained now nearly every day. Edgar
continued in his isolation. Although his art was gradually becoming recognized by many, his life took place in the room where his
art took shape.

Ir

was mid-morning, and Edgar was anxiously awaiting Marisella's passing by his window . It was getting late, past the usual
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time of her arrival across from his apartment. She was nearly two
hours late, but he waited hopefully. His pondering on what might
have happened to her was interrupted by a barely audible tap on
his door. Edgar laid down his brush and walked quickly to the
door, puzzling about who it might be. He opened the door just a
crack at first, and peered out. A sweet horror came over him, and
his face flushed vermilion. Directly opposite him stood Marisella.
She was more lustrous and cogent than the woman who passed
his window daily, her eyes more green, her face finer and more
delicate, and her movements more graceful. He was uncomfortably aware of the contrast between her radiance and his plain
appearance.
"May I come in?" she asked him hesitantly, yet she was still
very lively, her voice practiced and her breath fragrantly telling: an
indulgence in both chocolate and champagne.
Edgar hid carefully behind the door and pulled it closer to him,
his eyes wide. She stepped in cautiously. He then moved away
from the door hastily, and with over anxious thrusts cleared away
the overstuffed floral chair for her to sit upon. But she walked
quickly and directly to Edgar's canvas. She observed it carefully,
and quietly spoke.
"How colorful and free. I do admire this piece. But why is it
that you have not continued your clay molding?"
Edgar paused, flustered, and was about to speak when she
interrupted.
"Please forgive me-my name is Marisella, Marisella Leplory.
Do you remember me? We were schoolmates. Oh, but that was
so long ago, and now, well, now your art is well known and .. .
more than admired."
She and Edgar stood close now, next to the canvas.
"Please, please do ... do sit down," Edgar insisted. He motioned once again to the overstuffed chair. She sat carefully, her
pastel print dress resting gracefully over the awkward puffy chair;
the two prints disturbingly mismatched, though Edgar thought
her beauty irresistable. He sat across from her, staring. She continued self-consciously.
"I must tell you how highly I regard your art."
Edgar hesitated again, bashfully avoiding her peridot eyes. "Th
... thank you. I, well, really ... "
She interrupted again. "But, I must must tell you. I am most
captivated by your clay art, though you have very few pieces." Her
voice was soft and her breath close and familiarly scented. "Your
molding is so skillful and clean. You may know, I have purchased
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your collection. And, I would so like more. Why, I walk past
your apartment almost every day and wish that I might tell you of
my great admiration, no ... love ... "
Edgar could bear it no longer. He, too, felt more than admiration, and he felt he must tell her this, but ... then he blurted
with rare excitement. "I've noticed that you pass often, and I too,
well, admire .. . or, no ... love, why, why, your hair, it's ... so
smooth, and your, why ... why, you are so carefree."
She gazed at him uncomprehendingly. An anxious silence followed, terrifying Edgar. Her eyes advanced slightly.
"Why, I'm very flattered, but I . . . well." She paused only
briefly, and continued, "I find your clay art enchanting. I should
so love more of it."
She ... why, she is flattered by my feelings for her, thought Edgar. Not repulsed, no, no-she is flattered. Edgar's heart was verdant and he asked almost triumphantly, "Why, I ... , what is it
you desire?"
"I would like more of your clay art. Your molding is so
smooth and . . . well, soothing to me," she answered, lifting her
tranquil eyes slightly. "Then, would you be so kind as to prepare a
sculpture for me?"
"Why, of course ... yes, yes," Edgar blurted. I will give her
all-no, more ... better than she asks, he thought, for then she
will know what I feel.
"Well, very well then," she concluded. "When should I come
again to pick up my sculpture?"
"ls, is-well, is three weeks too long?"
"Of course not," she announced with a smile. "I shall see you
in three weeks, then, in the afternoon."
And with that she stood and straightened her billowy dress, inadvertently brushing her soft, white hand against Edgar's, then
moved swiftly toward the door. With spirits blithe and buoyant,
he softly closed the door behind her fine, brown hair.
Morning came slowly for Edgar. He had hardly been able to
concentrate after Marisella's visit. His mind rushed with thoughts
of her possible companionship. I will work constantly on my
sculpturing for her; she will find nothing better in all her searching, he thought excitedly.
He had risen early that morning, and feverishly began working.
He carved and molded, painfully, for it was a strain to work with
a medium that did not move with the ease and freedom of watercolors. Molding did not lend itself to his sensitive nature, but he
labored tediously. Any task she desired was hardly difficult.
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Edgar awoke eagerly on the morning of her second visit. He
had straightened his room as best he could, and had prepared a
small tray of fruit, cheese, and his favorite pastries for them to eat.
This he carefully placed on a small, wooden table by the sculpture.
Then with confidence, he waited anxiously for her appearance.
Her knock was slow. He rushed to the door and opened it
wide. She seemed fairer than before. He motioned her inside
breathlessly. Then, with little more than an acknowledgment of
Edgar, she looked, glancing about the room, for her sculpture.
"I am so anxious to see what you have made for me."
Edgar offered her a chair. She did not sit. They stood distant.
She then spied her property and moved decidedly in its direction .
"Oh, how handsome and fine. Never in my wildest dreams
could I imagine such beauty. And it is mine. Why , Edgar, thank
you so."
She paused, staring adoringly at the sculpture. "Oh, I realize I
must pay you," she continued.
The tray had been overlooked. Her eyes did not stray from the
sculpture nor her hand that was gently stroking the sculpture's
texture. His gaze dropped slowly. Drawing his head up only
slightly, he mumbled something about her money not being necessary. She started to protest, but stopped, entranced again by his
arc, and her possession of it. Then she hastily collected the piece
and walked straight toward the door.
" I must thank you ever so much. And I will be back. I do
treasure your arc, more than you could ever know."

He

closed the door behind her silently, then fell upon his bed.
His room seemed dim and empty. Edgar stared intently at the
large chunk of red clay sitting near the garnished tray. He stared
silently for a long time. He then stood slowly and walked in his
uneven way over to the table. Raising his practiced, rough hand,
he clutched a handful of the cold, russet material. As if asleep, he
spread it thinly across his right hand and around his wrist. His
fingers were cracked and puffy around the joints, and he covered
them slowly and carefully. Methodically, he reached back for more
which he plastered smoothly in vertical strokes around his lower
arm, up to his reddened elbow. Then he drew back again for more
scone clay.

CONNI KUNZLER

Washington .

is an indecisive graduate student from Bellevue,
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graphic art, letter-writing traps human expression and
delivers it out of the stream of time. Without letters little
"" mention of the historical past would exist. Life stories,
journals, and biographies, invaluable for their content, draw heavily upon letters for their substance. Had men of the past been unconcerned with this art, think of the loss. Without the Apostle
Paul's letters, the New Testament would be close to pamphlet
size. Although written for a specific time and people, today his
letters are almost universally admired.
Letters can bring meaning, enlightenment, and guidance to
those who write or receive them. They communicate human experience in a manner other media cannot match. For those distant,
letters dispel loneliness and recall pleasant memories. Letters are
our personal annals, indelible, and retrievable.
Yet today many succumb to more leisurely forms of communication. Telephone companies promise users the ability to "reach
out and touch someone" miles away. Push a few buttons and "in
touch" they are; push down the receiver and "out cf touch" they
again become-memory is short, soon lost. And though not quite
as convenient and compromising as modern electronics, modern
letter forms come close. For every occasion there is a card which
will cheer with humor, heartbreak with sentimental thought, or
touch with a personal poem. The copy is printed and ready, you
only need a signature and a stamp to pirate it.
r
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Granted, letters do rake time, but they also save time forever.
Experience fades with memory, but a well-written letter benefits
past, present, and future readers.
The bane of many novice letter-writers is their inability to even
begin . After stealing an opening line they recall receiving from
someone else, they freeze in a state of glazed meditation, wondering what to write next. This ailment is not cured easily; it is
cured through experience-the experience only letter-writing itself
can provide. But just as conversational ability comes more easily
with frequent conversation, so writing ability grows with practice.
And that practice is most profitable when purposeful-if it has direction . The following offers a part of that so hard-to-find
direction.
Some peculiarity diversifies every audience. Cultures, cities,
businesses, families, and individuals each have their own unique
conversational forms. Understanding and matching the reader's
communicative niche grants any writer instant credibility.
Personal letters naturally allow a less formal style than letters to
large audiences or businesses. Knowledge of personal preferences,
of course, comes through past association with the addressee, and
proper business correspondence form should be taken from a secretary's handbook.
In deciding which sryle best suits the reader, the most important thing to remember is that the don 'ts outweigh the do's. When
wandering into unknown territory, be cautious-it's easier to be
over- than under-stylish. If a writer lacks the confidence to write
like an ultra-conservative, phoning to get suggestions from a
stockbroker who puts his clients' money in savings accounts will
not help. Conversely, don't try to identify with the liberal by replacing "Dear Mr. McIntosh" with "What's happenin ' Mac?", or
coming to terms with the illiterate by addressing him as Dear X .
A true understanding of readers' idiosyncratic values is advantageous, but misunderstanding is disastrous.
Good writers define the purpose of their letter before they even
start. By keeping this purpose in mind they simplify writing a
unified and understandable letter.
Nor all reasons for writing letters need be honorable. For that
matter, letters unloading hatred or gossip may be therapeutic. Fortunately, most of these so-called "hate letters" are never sent, and
that is their beauty. Using pen and pad, the writer may silently
and in private vent hostile emotion, sparing potentially regrettable
public display.
But even good intentions can be misunderstood. So reread your
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letters before sending them, taking the sensitive reader's point of
view. Writing to an insecure lover, "I was thinking of you today
when I ran over the neighbor's dog," or to a touchy business associate, "I've always looked to you as a man who refused to let his
education go to his head," might raise some ire. Be sure the reader
can reasonably deduce only the intended interpretation.
The most noticeable difference between thoughtfully and lazily
written letters is economy. And the disadvantages of drawn-out
copy are a lot more than a few extra grams in the mailman's bag.
Lazily written letters which pad every thought with superlatives
not only lull readers into slumberland-they also induce amnesia ;
readers never remember what they've read. In contrast, a thoughtful letter-writing vocabulary communicates clearly and crisply,
leaving the reader refreshed and even tempted to reread the letter
for pure enjoyment.
Not every writer has an immense vocabulary to draw upon, but
every writer can, through dedicated effort and practice, make every
word count. Studying superb copy composed by other writers will
make this practice more fruitful. By reading those who excel in
the art, beginning writers can receive sentence structure and wordpower enlightenment. Beyond that, Roget's Thesaurus can also help
enhance your expressive potency. This dictionary-like book provides quick references to words with similar meanings. Used prudently, it can save you hours of frustration by helping you recall
that perfect word you were unable to remember on your own. But
used recklessly, it only confuses and discredits, transforming the
bland into the ridiculous. Take the following paragraph, for
example:
My beautiful love, our little fight last week broke my heart.
I want to make up. How I long to kiss your sweet lips and
feel your soft skin.
Stale as these words might seem, they are better left alone than
recklessly revamped with a thesaurus:
My symmetrical passion, our little brawl last week fractu1d
my pith. I crave to recompense. How I hunger to sma1k
your nectarous organs of speech and knead your sog!_;y
epidermis.
The thesaurus will never in itself make a writer remarkable.
For those who flirt with candor, a letter's indelibility is often
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undesirable. In the hands of another, written untruths become potentially indicting evidence. Yet in some instances this deception
is intentional.
The prime example of intentionally deceptive letters is the Family Christmas Letter. Al though petty, these letters nevertheless
mislead. Even Grandmother, upon receiving them, must confirm
the source by rechecking the envelope. W ricers of these seasonal
greetings expertly walk the borderline of dishonesty, cleverly
avoiding any absolute lies which might entrap them. During the
yuletide, however, this puffery is expected and, therefore, generally
not offensive.
Parents boast how Gretchen's scholarly essay on oven cleaners
won the home economics award, how Todd came off the bench to
score the decisive touchdown in a 56-to-0 victory, and how everyone agreed that Mary Beth would have been chosen Homecoming
Queen if only she'd been nominated.
Some despise receiving line after line of this self-praising doggerel, but most are quite entertained. Dwelling on how the family
vacation taught the kids to appreciate Chinese people and their
culture, instead of observing that San Francisco was a great place
to visit-especially Chinatown-is harmless. Similarly, if the family's oldest boy is enjoying high school, it isn't necessary to mention that he's been enjoying it for the past six years.
When one intends serious deception, however, the letter becomes a tempting vehicle. With several well-plotted rewrites, actual situations are so effectively distorted that they become almost
humorous. This problem usually begins with oversimplifying the
facts. The unscrupulous stockbroker just victimized by a British
investment scheme might find it easier to write his clients, "I just
lost a few pounds."

i IL '
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Whatever your motives, just remember that because of a letter's
detached nature, the temptation to be less than candid is enticing,
so beware. Not having to physically face the reader prompts insincerity that would otherwise be held in check.
Of all the advantages letters present over other forms of communication, none is more exclusive than that of changeableness. I
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have discussed how this changeableness can be misused, but I add
that in most cases it is a valuable asset-especially when trying to
convey sensitive emotion.
Try to adlib a lover's speech comparable to those you might
hear in the theatre, and failure is all but guaranteed; try to write
that same speech in a letter, and success is a little more likely.
Why? Because deep emotion is difficult to convey in an instant.
But with time to ponder, organize, and reconstruct on paper, you
can relate these feelings with sublime accuracy. In this pressurefree environment, thoughts are not released until the sender is
completely satisfied with their content, eliminating the most regretful clumsiness.
The opening and closing are a letter's two most important paragraphs, because their positions create and leave the most powerful
impressions. A strong close is as essential to an effective letter as is
the good night kiss to an overbudget date.
The simplest way to compose a strong close is to illustrate the
message rather than state it. Give the adored an example of some
behavior demonstrating love and loyalty; alert the business associate to a case demonstrating competence; let the family know they
are missed by describing spells of homesickness. Actions do speak
louder than words, and forceful writing describes action.
Finally, before the letter is signed and delivered, be sure you
proofread it. This applies especially to business letters, for which
associates wait, vulturously anticipating one another's discrediting
over minute grammatical or spelling errors. To be safe, treat all
audiences as though they were former English professors.
Even with family letters, proofreading is a must. By the time
Grandma has reread "each visit with you means so much bore" a
dozen or so times, no apology will ever convince her that you
meant to rype "more."
Letters afford unsurpassed advantages. They slow life down,
preventing impulse from overriding wisdom. They communicate
clearly thoughts that spoken words toil in frustration to find. And
read in the future, they teach of the past. Although an ancient art,
written communication has survived the challenge of modern substitutes and will continue to do so. Letter writing is one skill time
cannot abandon.
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JUDAH
These bargained years I've been in the fields
With you, tending, in my distraction, ample yields,
Though when the wind pressed down the grain,
There was nothing, or when the sheep would flurry
And part as if a man were walking through,
Joseph, it was never you.
Golden, plaited stalks crowded down
And rose again in gusts,
Or caravans in their moving dreams of dust
Diffused into white plains.
Once,
While in the upward orchard,
On a terrace with the newer fruits,
Driving away wiry goats
Whose wild lips strayed too near the tenderer shoots,
Over yellow crop and sliding greens,
The stripes of soil, pale dust, and the woad sky,
I thought I saw your garment-you bearing ity our breast a goat's blood red, and your eyes
Turned from me.
I shouted; the land shifted
In some slight breeze, the goats lifted
Their nabbed heads.
When we merchants
Wandered home, with sons trailing behind
Like snagged threads,
I watched our father become tethered
To the land and to Benjamin by his understanding dreads.
He ever mourned you. Benjamin led

PATRICIA ELLEN GUNTER is an M.A. candidate in English. "Judah" comes from a collection of poetry that won first place in the
1981 Mayhew contest.
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Him about, as Rachel's scent was still in his hair
And on his smooth skin.
And when Tamar, like a raven, returned
My signet, my bracelets, my staff
And my seed to me, and I mused upon the gold,
Watching it burn in her hand as she thrust it forth,
A hunger stirred within;
I longed to see all I had so lost again.
In the year the bladed heat gouged
From the land its silt-like, golden roe,
We turned, under thin , waterless clouds, to go
To Egypt; to the Egyptian, royal
Over the flameless burning of land from his throne.
I could not know
The treasurer of our bread was the grown
Dreamer we lowered;
Not from the guttering in his face,
Not from the longing, as protective lord,
To view the remains of what bereaved Jacob adoredRachel's prince, younger Benjamin.
I moved his son when Jacob sent us up
And watched the old man fearfully die,
His eyes
Exhaustive in their lingering looks.
When I nearly lost to a mad Egyptian,
The taste of silver gorged my mouth.
I remembered throwing Joseph in a pit ;
Judah now came rising out of it.
I could not have borne another hunger, or
Lead a riderless donkey back to Jacob's door
And lower both of you once more.
So we are brothers again .
My bones, once brittle stalks, unbend;
My eyes, released upon the moon of your face.
Having moved so deeply against my blood
I envision why we so anxiously tend
Our wild vine for redeemers.
Joseph, who should never frighten me like that again.
PA TRICIA

E.
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A CELLAR, A BLANKET,
~LAKE AND A ROOM

T

his December fog, heavy and polluted, reminds me of the
fog when I was young in Salt Lake City. Only the fog then
was different-cleaner, kinder, more exciting-or is that nostalgia?
I'll never know for sure because I am now coo far from my childhood: coo far from the fog-frosted trees at Christmastime; from
the naive, almost unbearable excitement of belief in Santa Claus;
from the feeling even on the coldest winter's day that life was
warm and secure.
When I was a child, I never associated fog with loneliness and
fear. Now, ten days before Christmas 1980, eternities away from
those early winters, I look out my window and cannot see anything beyond the backyard fence: no houses, no mountains, no
cars ; I only hear the occasional sound of a car in the distance and
remember chat there are moun rains surrounding U rah Valley. I
drive along the highway because I have to go to the bank, my
eyes riveted to not more than three visible feet of white line at the
side of the road , realizing with a shock that the line is my only
stay against possible disaster in the indifferent fog. The fear is that
I will lose the white line.
I return to my house where the furnace clicks on and off, the
electricity functions, water runs through pipes at the turn of a
tap; but I am uncomfortable, even afraid, knowing how depenANNE BEST, a graduate student in English, is from Salt Lake City.
This essay won third place in the Christian Values in Literature
Contest and first place in the 1981 Mayhew contest.
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dent I am on things beyond my control. Fear is a familiar face, a
face I knew first when I was a child, a face that has never left me:
I knew it in a cellar, a blanket, a lake, and a room.
The basement in my childhood house was more a cellar then
than now-dark, dirty, forbidding, with only two small windows.
My mother was always finding black widow spiders that my sister
and I never saw as we poked around, looking for things when she
wasn't home: old photo albums; a sled we could take apart, using
the wooden runners for skis; boxes and nails that we could use for
a theater; looking for something that might be lurking in the
north part of the cellar where Father, in rare spare moments,
picked away at rocks and dirt, digging out the rest of the cellar.
("Why?" Mother defied him . "I want more light and room," he'd
say. So he picked and picked, over the years, creating more space
but not more light.) We were forbidden to go into the coal room
(filled every winter until we got gas heat and Father removed the
coal stove from the living room and brought it down to the cellar) . But the coal bin didn't interest us ; it was small and clearly
filled with only coal. The small room next to it was a bit more interesting : the "fruit room" filled with bottles of homecooked
peaches and pears from my grandpa's flourishing orchards (before
the seasons altered and early frosts began killing blossoms); jars of
strawberry, grape, and apple jelly; cans of store-bought vegetables-peas, corn, beets-and Campbell's soups. My mother did the
work ; she and my father worried about money; and I felt secure, a
security rooted in youth and inexperience.
There were, however, even in that false security, intimations of
a darker world that began in the cellar. I remember a black cat
crouched in the cellar wailing from pain .
Blackie was the first cat we ever had . My three-year-old sister
picked him out of our uncle's litter. He tried to persuade her to
take a golden female kitten, but she insisted on a little black tomcat (I don't know why the sex mattered). So we brought him
from Arizona to Utah where he grew full-sized. Our mother let
him inside the house (where he periodically clawed the green
sofa) . She endured his presence, a presence that was part of our
childhood.
A nother presence was intangible but no less real, a presence I
sensed for three days hearing Blackie wail from some dark corner
in the cellar. (I'm too old now to remember what I really knew
about death then, or when I first heard the word, though my
great-grandfather died about this same time, when I was eight.)
Finally my mother said she couldn't stand the crying any longer,
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so my father took the cat into the back alley and with his axe
chopped off its head. I watched from the edge of the driveway.
There was no more crying. The cellar was empty. Or was it? Many
times I went down to the fruit room, turning on lights as I went,
but still running up the last few steps in a chilling panic, feeling
something behind me.
Fear was not only something behind me but also something
over me, a dark wool blanket on a hot summer afternoon.
Once, I could hide in closed spaces, like my mother's clothes
closet, as I played hide and seek with my sister and our friends.
But that was before the summer that an older neighbor girl-she
was fifteen, I was only ten-teased me under a blanket (the summer I climbed trees, although Mother said not to, and ate green
apples and waded in the icy ditch-or was all this one summer or
many summers?), the neighbor girl who said I shouldn't call Mr.
and Mrs. DuBois Grandma and Grandpa because they weren't my
grandparents and I went home crying so Mother could reassure
me, "Never mind what Janeen says." Janeen could easily intimidate me, so I meekly sat on the lawn while she draped a navygreen wool blanket over me, pretending I was a statue. I sweated
under it, waiting. Finally I moved but couldn't move because Janeen was holding the blanket down around me. I heard her laugh
as I thrashed wildly in suffocating fear.

I

think my fear of water, a fear that lies in my mind like the
rusting, decaying remains of a boat preserved in salt, originated
one long-ago afternoon at Great Salt Lake.
Until I was ten, my parents had a 1931 Chevrolet, an almostsquare black car with a trunk stuck onto the back like an afterthought. My father, a mechanic, knew how to fix anything in it;
it probably would have lived forever, would still be rattling along
the side of the freeway, an anachronism, like moral integrity or
virtue in a cynical world. My sister and I loved it; we cried when
it was sold. Never again would we make summer journeys to
Great Salt Lake.
Those journeys were an adventure. I don't know if it was a result of the car or the road or both, but there was a stretch of old
highway, straight and desolate, leading farther and farther west
from the city limits where the car jogged in such a way that we
felt as if we were riding a horse. We laughed and laughed in the
sun.
The sun sank behind the lake, over the edge of our world, as
we floated away from shore in the warm shadows. Seagulls dipped
overhead, swimming through dusky air. My sister and I drifted
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side by side; neither of us knew how to swim, but it didn't matter. I always felt secure in the heavy saltwater.
Shadows thickened. I could barely see the shore or our parents,
two spots on the beach. I felt the undertow pulling me out. Suddenly I was gripped by fear. I glanced at my sister who was farther
from me than I had thought. We're being pulled from shore, my
mind shouted out toward the distant mountains. It must have
been only moments but I lived a lifetime of terror as I thrashed
against rolling waves, trying to move back to land. Finally limp
and shaking, I stopped thrashing. There was nothing to do except
lie still. Then, amazingly, I felt myself drifting not to the distant
mountains, but to shore. Silent, I let the current take me. I never
told my fear because I felt foolish, but I have never since floated
into deep water; I have never been far from the smooth edge of a
pool.
However, the deepest darkest pool I plunged into was in the
future. I had drifted around it; I knew it existed, like a face in a
fog, waiting. I almost drowned in a fear of eternity, of death, of
God, all three parts of a tangled whole, seaweed dredged up from
some primitive world.
I had spent the previous year in Hawaii, enjoying warm days
and nights, gentle breezes, green and flowering landscape. I had
no fear of freezing-the temperature never dropped below fifty at
night, and fifty was unusual; I had no fear of hunger-breadfruit,
bananas, and coconuts grew in our yard; I had no fear of fearUncle Albert, head of the Mafia, often sat in his driveway across
the street, symbol of everything I didn't know or want to know . I
was a visitor in a warm land. The year was an interlude. I floated
around personal traumas, willing myself to relax, maybe sensing
that life would never again be so kind .
B ecause I had felt such a false security that year, coming home
to the Orem desert shocked me. I was plunged into a pool of allergies, heat, and pollution. By October the pollution was thick.
No snow. No rain. We were in a drought. I wanted to be in
Hawaii. But I wasn't. I was in my bedroom surrounded by walls,
a sea of green carpet, red drapes that clashed with the flowered
bedspread, knowing that if the furnace failed, my family would be
cold. A few months earlier a friendship had been shattered. Having lost a hope, I was slowly sinking into a lonely despair until
one evening, a week before Halloween, as I lay on my bed, I
started thinking. No beginning, no end. How can there be no
end? What is God, this being with no beginning? Eternity. -Infinity. Suddenly terror gripped me, stark terror. It was as if I were
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totally alone, drifting in endless space. For nine days I could barely
get out of bed, fix meals, move through the day. Some mornings
I didn't get up at all. I tried to read but couldn't. Words frightened me. Language, life and ( the ultimate despair) God were incomprehensible. How could this God, a resurrected man, glorified
though He be, control infinity?
I was too terrified of living forever to want to die, and so I
hung on by my fingernails, like a drowning man to a boulder, a
child to the edge of a pool. The following spring, when I could
finally read again, I opened The Eclipse of God by Martin Buber
and found this: "All religious reality begins with what Biblical religion calls the 'fear of God.' It comes when our existence between birth and death becomes incomprehensible and uncanny,
when all security is shattered through the mystery. This is not the
relative mystery of that which is inaccessible only to the present
state of human knowledge and is hence in principle discoverable.
It is the essential mystery; it is the unknowable." My security had
been shattered. I was terrified of God. But that terror, in the face
of ultimate mystery, enabled me to work back, step by step, to
God. But I often felt that I would never get beyond fear. The fear
was palpable, unrelenting. Finally, however, I discovered that "the
believing man . . . endures in the face of God the reality of lived
life, dreadful and incomprehensible though it be. He loves it in
the love of God, whom he has learned to love." The mystery remains and sometimes, fear : our finite minds cannot fully comprehend God. But I have finally found that by enduring fear and
moving beyond it, one does learn to love his life, and thus God,
through his belief and faith that help him live with mystery.
But the climb is not straight up.
I look out the window, wondering when this fog will leave.
Maybe not quite ever. But one climbs the steps from a cellar;
struggles out of a smothering blanket; floats to shore on a dark
evening ; endures the room of his life, swimming slowly back to
God.
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ecember. Osaka. Every word a world. Damp, cold, each
building wrapped in it. Evening. Far off where the outlines of the city have disappeared, red yellow white lights
burn unsteadily like vacillating fires on a well of black ice. A fine
mist of rain sinks on the grey buildings, and the unmoving silver
plane has become grey, too, as we move away. Some speak, but all
words fade as we walk further into the land. Osaka. December.
Mina wa tsukarete iru desho. No. Yes. Irresolute, weary. Rest for
tomorrow, then after? Kochira no ho e kite itadakimasu ka? We
strain through the sounds: people swarm through the huge lobby,
directionless. Light is dissipated through the windows-the windowpanes are hard: two branches knock against one. Inside, aimless echoes of souls shift and turn around us; we wait, we move
into the harsh winter again.
Two days after. Steel-grey water ahead. The boat rolls, now and
again slaps the waves, sometimes rocks. Though land behind and
before has ceased in the drizzling haze, to the right is Awaji. The
island is black: the forest slides by, billowing in the dark; the
town caught on the edge of the sea is charcoal-room lights fl u tter like moths around dusk. Even light from the passenger room
seems uncertain and on the walkway people come to huddle, smell
the sodden air, and leave.
rain; colder on the ferry far from home

long trailing wake

We watch the wisps of white on the caps of waves.
Two are left now. Our hands push against the window; one
platform down, some others enter another train. TakamatsuKochi, Takamatsu-Tokushima, and others have stayed here. The
engine shudders, then the train eases out toward Matsuyama.
There is some blue in the sky. An ivy climbs the left wall-some
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tendrils disappear into shadow. Water-streaked buildings fuse,
faces blur within and without, movement stretches the country
into one color; only the sea stands clear. Some men are casting
nets through which the water runs.
Ever in motion : cold men and women at night, bundled in
grey coats, lustreless. The streets are confused, always people walking one way or another; between the streetlamps, shadows. Only
one dog under one light searches the faces of passersby. Occasionally a car sends a sheet of water from the street to the sidewalk.
Trees with tightly clipped branches line the fronts of buildings.
Not far from the station : above, a white, aluminum sign with
words we know but cannot yet read; below, unpainted wood. The
en trance is open.

He

and I are on the seashore. Two roofless dressing stalls are
covered with umbrellas. Laughter beyond; there is excitement
here, too. Towels lie on the wet sand, cold seeps from the concrete walls, against the chill and empty sound of drops we dress in
white. The ocean murmurs. Outside again. Others, smiling, have
newly come from the train station; all move toward the undulating sea washing heavily onto the sand. Behind, the train rumbles,
a line of lights moves out and fades. All pause where the water
falls back; two continue, stop, steady themselves against the rise
and ebb of water, and face the shore.
New Year's Day;
in the rain between the waves
I baptize him
and we have found the fire in the cold .
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LIKE STRANDED
VESSELS
KELL y GRANT HORROCKS

went to the woods because I wished to see what constitutes deliberate living. During a two-week hiatus from school, I had
spent a lot of time reading Thoreau . His experiences in the backwoods of New England prompted my visit to Walden Pond,
where he had lived in solitude for two years.
I drove toward Concord, following the green tourist signs to
the Pond turnoff. Pine trees grew thick and tall around the entrance. The ground was covered with brown needles and the
branches overhead shaded the road. I was beginning to enjoy the
quiet when I turned the corner and came upon a grimy cafe with
two ancient gas pumps in front. A large neon sign over the door
blinked EAT HERE AND GET GAS. I pressed the accelerator a
little harder. We are determined to be starved before we are hungry. After another corner, I turned into a cleared field reserved for tourists visiting the Pond and was immediately confronted by a young
girl dressed like a forest fire commercial. Her identification tag
read PARKING ATTENDANT.
" Excuse me ma'am, there's a two-dollar fee for parking
services."
Parking services? I looked around the field that passed off as a
parking lot. There were only two other cars and the lot itself was
filled with numerous holes and bumps strategically hidden by the
tall grass. I had, in fact, decapitated a number of daisies when I
shut my door. The girl however looked persistent. I paid the two
dollars.
"May I ask what the two dollar fee is for?"
"Parking and use of the bathing facilities."
She rattled off her answer mechanically, as if she had spent
many hours memorizing it and was glad for the opportunity to
display her apparently hard-won kowledge. What we do best or most
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perfectly is what we have most thoroughly learned by the longest practice.
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"But I'm not going swimming; I just want to walk around ."
This, I could see, baffled the poor girl. Her "Guide Book for
Amateur Forest Rangers" had probably not covered "park and
walk" situations. If one came to the Pond, it was to swim, not
walk. I offered, "Why don't you give me one dollar back and I
promise I won't use the bathing facilities." What demon possessed me
that I behaved so well?
She looked blankly at me and handed one of the dollars back.
"You promise you won't get wet? I mean, if I see you've gotten
wet I'll have to ask you to pay."
Under the circumstances I thought this was fair. It is the characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate things. I climbed over an embankment and headed for the wooded side of the Pond; in seconds another forest fire commercial appeared.
"Hey, you, what are ya doing? You havta stay on the path."
I turned to face him . "I'm not going to the beach, I'm just
walking around."
Once again the baffled look appeared.
"Walk around?" He regained his trickle of thought. "Uh,
that's against the park rules. We must look after the welfare of
our visitors."
More recitation. The only danger I could imagine in these
woods was running into another park ranger, and I shuddered at
the thought.
"Yup," he went on, "never know what might happen. There
are some pretty strange characters in these woods."
I had to agree with him.
"That's why I keep this baby handy." He patted a fat revolver
hanging from a fatter hip.
"Incredible," I thought. "They actually gave him a gun ."
"Yup," he smiled at me, "makes people respect a man, this
does."
I smiled nervously and backed away to the path. To be in company, even the best, is soon wearisome and dissipating.

he

path ended abruptly in sandy beach just north of a monstrous white concessions stand where a girl about twenty stood
sipping a Coke. This frame so slightly dad, walked down to the
edge of the water, tested the temperature with her toes and evidently found it satisfactory. She wore enough make-up to nearly
disguise her features; I couldn't imagine how she could get wet
without her face running like a watercolor in the rain. She
glanced up and, seeing my stare, gave me a sharp look. / returned
it sharper than I received it and sat down to watch the ritual. Sitting
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on her towel, she freshened her lipstick, brushed her hair, took another sip of Coke, tip-toed to the water's edge and finally walked
in. As she disappeared deeper into the water, I could imagine first
her feet, then her ankles, then knees and thighs slowly dissolving
in to suntan oil and moisture cream; soon there would be nothing
left but a yellowish smudge of grease and oil and a tiny green bikini floating on top of the water, where a goddess might trail her
gannents.
A few feet away three or four women in (I guessed) their midforties, jabbered at each other. I found myself neighbor to birds. One
woman , the scarlet tanager, was smudging Noxema on her red
nose, her words muffled in a gob of cream as she spoke. A smaller
woman, the field sparrow, tried in vain to add to the conversation
but finally settled for quick chirps in the space the other took to
breathe. The third, the whippoorwill, divided her attention between her companions and a small boy playing by the water.
"WILL-iam. WILL-iam! Don't get too near the water, you
hear?"
It would have been impossible for William not to hear as everyone else on the beach could, but he ignored her call and played as
near to the water as he could. Near poor William was a young
man eyeing a group of girls playing frisbee. His face was blank except for a slight smile as he watched the group running up and
down the beach. There are none happy in the world but the being who
enjoys a vast horizon. He was not alone in his vigil; a mouse-like
man with horn-rimmed glasses that blinked in the sun also kept
watch over the game. Behind him a large woman waddled up
carrying two styrofoam cups. She nudged him with a fat knee,
spilling the contents of one of the cups. He turned reluctantly
from the frisbee game to rearrange the blanket according to her
directions. I held my breath as she slowly descended to the
ground, her huge shadow ominously covering the mouse with the
glasses.

The

sun was hot on the white sand and I decided to go for a
walk around the lake. At the edge of the woods, I saw a sign declaring HOURLY TOURS. Fate was with me ; a thin attractive
girl was gathering people to begin the tour. I managed to get a
position in back behind two round ladies who effectively blocked
my view of everything ahead. Though the view from my door was still
more contracted, I did not f eel crowded or confined in the least. The
tour guide began her well-rehearsed speech.
"As you know , the park offers hourly tours every hour. "
I was relieved she cleared that pressing question up. I thought
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I'd give her another chance.
"This tour takes you to the site of Henry David Thoreau's cabin on the edge of the Pond. As you know, he lived there for
nearly two years."
So far so good. I could guess from the smiles she was giving a
young man in the front that our guide had other interests outside
of old Henry David. What she had in mind, I didn't know, but

there was pasture enough for my imagination.
The little group began to move along the path to the west side
of the Pond. Not much was said along the way since we were
moving at a rather fast pace. The two rotund ladies in front of me
were having a terrible time trying to walk so rapidly over a path
that was as well-defined as the parking lot. I could picture them
falling and squashing the small Italian man who was nervously
trotting in front of them. At least if I fell, it would be on something soft. They puffed along with strained smiles on their red
faces and tried to enjoy the scenery. Unconscious despair is concealed

under what is catted the games and amusements of mankind.
To my side was a young couple dressed for anything but a
jaunt through the woods of New England. The girl wore a short
blue skirt with sequined pockets and a fake-fur wrap that she
hugged tightly, in fear, perhaps, that some furry creature of the
wood would come scampering out in recognition of a lost relative. Her companion, an emaciated young man, looked very uncomfortable in his sport coat. His scraggy beard and mustache
cried out for a pair of jeans and a T-shirt. From the despair of the

city you go into the despair of the country and have to console yourself
with the bravery of minks and muskrats. Such was the part of creation
where I had squatted. The path led into a leafy clearing; the guide
stopped and waited for us to gather around.
"We are now at the spot where Thoreau built his cabin."
I saw the outlines of a stone foundation not more than six feet
square. Thoreau had not understated the "clean and airy" look of
his cabin. No remnants of walls, roof, steps or even a cellar hole
to console us. I thought ruefully of the long and tiring trip we
had just taken and looked again at the barely distinguishable
foundation. It was suggestive somewhat of a picture in outline.
"As you can see," our guide went on, "Thoreau was a man of
simple needs."
"I think he was just plain simple," the fat woman in front of
me whispered. She had not taken her eyes off the ruins of the cabin since we arrived and there was a look of desperation on her
face. I was determined, however, to get my money's worth out of
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this and tried to focus my attention on what the guide was
sayrng.
"There is a railroad to your left that ran here even in the time
of Thoreau."
"'And if the railroads are not built how shall we get to heaven
in season?'" I couldn't resist the remark .
The guide stopped in mid-sentence and turned to me for the
first time.
" Did you have a question, ma'am?" (She was being mce, or
trying to.)
"No, please go on."
She hesitated, then turned to the group.
"Thoreau was a realist in a sense."
"'Be it life or death, we crave only reality .'" I looked around
at the group and smiled innocently. The woman beside me
grabbed her little boy and pulled him away, giving me a wide-eyed
stare. I was enjoying myself tremendously. "'If we are really
dying, let us hear the rattle in our throats and feel cold in the extremities ; if we are alive, let us go about our business. '" By now I
had taken a stand on a tree stump.
The muskrat in the sport coat looked up for the first time.
"Hey, wow man, like, I can relate."

Hs

companion in the fur wrap stared off into space, nodding
her head in a vague way as if she had just uncovered the answer to
life. The woman with the little boy hugged him tighter against
her. I gave her a wide smile; the guide, too, had stopped now .
"ls there something wrong, ma'am?"
" Not at all, please go on."
She cleared her throat and began, but her eyes were on me. I
smiled.
"If you look to the right you can see the Pond. Thoreau lived
alone here with only the woods and the Pond for company."
"'What company has that lonely lake, I pray? And yet it has
not the blue devils but the blue angels in it ... ' " The two corpulent companions squealed and nearly knocked one another down
in their hurry to move away from me. The guide stammered,
"Perhaps we'd better leave now, it's getting late. Now, if we'd all
cooperate ... "
" 'To cooperate, in the highest as well as the lowest sense,
means to get our living together.'"
The only one who didn't stare at me in horror now was the
little Italian man who, I assumed, had no idea what I was saying.
He smiled expectantly at me.
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The woman with the little boy backed away. "God in heaven,"
she whispered.
I turned to her, " 'Heaven is both under our feet and above
us,' " I proclaimed.
"She's crazy!" the fat woman shrieked, and headed for the path
in a labored gallop.
"It's time we left ... " the guide began.
"'Time is but a stream I go a-fishin' in. I drink at it but while
I drink I see the sandy bottom and detect how shallow it is. Its
thin current slides away but eternity remains.'"
The mink and the muskrat were kneeling in homage at my
feet; the little Italian man, sensing something amiss, looked in bewilderment from one face to another. By now the guide and the
young man in the front were edging toward the path.
"'My head is hands and feet. I feel all my best faculties concentrated in it. My instincts tell me that my head is an organ for
burrowing .. .' "
That was enough. I was alone. The sun reflected brightly on
the pond and gave the grove where I stood on my stump a greenyellow glow. I smiled and sat down, enjoying, as Henry had, the
solitude of the moment. I am no more lonely than the loon in the
pond that laughs so loud, or than Walden Pond itself.
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CYNTHIA LEAH HALLEN

ITALY AND IDUMEA: EARTHQUAKE

Rain adds to tears.
I don't even know the names
Of the towns that have fallen.
I am beneath them now, a rumor.
I am gone and mother and the man with the good dog.
Please remember that we were
Not all caught like Pompeii's lust and mirrors;
Even children are here.
We are buried in the wreckage
Of our heavy hearts
Without air enough
To cry or fear.

GUARDIAN OF THE WAF:

In the manna-whitened wilderness, the Lord
Taught that bread is not enough alone;
In Bethlehem, the House of Bread, a crust
On star-washed plains, was born to tear, atone.
We hunger for his word and sacrament,
And he will grant us wheat instead of stone.
He breaks and gives with calm, healed hands
That we may take, keep, live, and reap as one.

CYNTHIA LEAH HALLEN, a second-year graduate student in TESL,
is from Phoenix, Arizona. These poems are from "In the Wilderness," which won second place in the 1981 Mayhew contest.

RANDY FISHER

T

here's nothing worse than a belly-button that goes the
wrong way. At least that's the way it seemed to us. By us I
mean me and my friend Greg. You see, our belly-buttons pointed
in. In fact, everyone we knew had a belly-button that pointed in.
Some were deeper than others, but they all went the same direction: in .
Except for the new kid's. His pointed out, actually protruded
from his stomach like a hill protrudes from the plains. It was disgusting. Not to mention the fact that he always walked around
with no shirt on, so that we had to look at it all the more. If he
had worn a shirt it wouldn't have bothered us-I mean, what evil
is a protruding belly-button if you don't have to look at it?
He was new, he was different, and we hated him. It was not
that he ever did anything bad to us, it was just the thought of
that navel.
Greg and I decided we'd take care of the problem. "There's
only one way," Greg said, "and that's to kill him."
"We'll get in trouble," I said.
"No one will know," said Greg.
"Well, how are we going to do it?"
"Would you die if you drank gasoline?" Greg asked.
We went over to his house, pretended to be friendly, and got
him, navel and all, to come with us. We walked into Greg's garage. Greg pointed at the gas can. "Have some Kool-Aid," he
said.
"That's not Kool-Aid," said the new kid. "That's gas."
"No it's not," Greg said. "It's Kool-Aid. We should know, we
made it."
The kid with the bad belly-button wanted to kn-)w why, if it
was really Kool-Aid, it was in a gas can. We told him that all of
our pitchers were full, and we had this brand new, sparkling-clean
gas can, so we put it in there.
He still wasn't convinced.
He wanted to know why it was in the garage. We told him we
had been drinking it out there and had simply set it down and
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then gone over to get him so he could try some. Because it tasted
so good.
He still wouldn't believe us. I was beginning to think that we
were never going to get away with it, and that maybe we
shouldn't kill him anyway. Killing a person is not a very nice
thing to do, I reasoned. Besides, it was only a belly-button . . .
"Okay, I'll have some," the new kid said. "But you guys have
to drink some first so I'll know you're not just trying to fool me."
"Well, we would have some," said Greg, shooting a hard
glance in my direction, "if we weren't so full. We drank too
much already."
"We sure did," I said, "but it sure was good."
"Delicious," said Greg.
I guess it never occurred to the new kid that cherry Kool-Aid
and gasoline smell different. If the thought did come to his mind
he pushed it out immediately, because we had convinced him totally, and he picked up the gas can, removed the cap, and brought
the opening co his lips.
You'd chink that at that point the smell would have overwhelmed him and he would have refused to drink any. Not so.
For a brief moment I felt like stopping him, like taking it from
his lips and telling him that the whole thing was a terrible joke,
chat he should go home and watch TV and forget that we'd ever
said anything.
The feeling passed quickly, and the humor of the whole situation came back co me. Not only did this kid have a funny-looking
belly-button but he was stupid besides. What a fool, I thought as
I watched him drink about six to eight ounces of the stuff.
He did it, he actually did it. I watched him do it. He just tilted
the can up like it was a gallon jug of root beer, and chugged
about ten swallows of gasoline, the scuff you put in your car.
We watched his face for a reaction. If there was one, it was
barely discernible. "That's not Kool-Aid," he said, but we could
barely hear the words over our own raucous laughter.
"You idiot!" laughed Greg. "You just drank gas!"
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We laughed and laughed . We had outsmarted the kid with the
funny belly-bu econ. We had sure shown him.
"How did it taste?" I said between laughs.
"Not too bad," said the kid. "Try some."
"No thanks," said Greg, and we laughed some more. We had
tricked the stupid kid with the ugly navel into drinking gasoline,
and now he was going to die.
I don't know why, but suddenly we both stopped laughing.
What if he did die? He could actually die from this. Now, for
some reason, we didn't want him to die. Whether it was my conscience, my guardian angel, or just common sense knowledge of
good and evil, I don't know. All I know is that I now wanted to
help him, to save him somehow.
He'll have to go to the hospital and get his stomach pumped, I
thought.
"Let's tell his mom what he did, and she can cake him to the
hospital," I said. Greg nodded in agreement, but the kid protested. "I'm all right," he said. "It wasn't that bad."
"Well, at least you should go lay down for awhile and not
shake it up too much," said Greg. Greg just said chat so that we
could get him to go home. We knew his mom would cake him to
the hospital. She'd know what to do, and everything would turn
out all right.
He lived right next door, and though we were in an extreme
hurry, we walked ( not ran) to his house, one of us on each side of
him, holding his arms as if he were going to collapse on the
ground.

His

mother was sitting by the kitchen table reading a book and
drinking a Coke when we came in.
"Your son just drank some gas," we said anxiously. "You'd
better take him down to the hospi cal and get his stomach
pumped."
"Uh-huh," said his mother calmly. She didn't glance up from
her book.
"He did, I swear he did," I said.
"He drank about this much," said Greg, holding up his hands
in the shape of a small glass.
"That much," his mother mused. "Boy, oh boy." (It must have
been an awfully good book she was reading.)
"Mom, can I have a sip of your Coke?" said the kid.
"Not if you've just had some gasoline," she said, looking up
from her book for the first time. "You '11 explode," she said. A
small smile was on her lips. "You do look a little pale though,
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son. Perhaps you'd better go lie down for awhile."
We tried to explain, to tell her it was important, but his
mother just said, "Thank you, boys, for watching out for my son .
If he ever drinks any kerosene, let me know. Now run along."
We left. We had no choice.
I don't know if he ever got any medical attention, or even if he
ever got sick from it. All I know is that the next weekend he was
running around, shirtless as usual, and that he was still alive. His
belly-button was still ugly, but he was alive. I don't know how he
survived, I only know that he did survive, and I was relieved that
he had.
Now and then when I look back on the incident, I think that
maybe the reason he survived was that his navel went the wrong
way. Maybe that gave him some sort of extra strength to overcome, I don't know. But now, when I see a man with a belly-button that goes the wrong way, I make that man my friend .
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THE CHINOOK
an Tolman sauntered down the hallway coward the rink exit
carrying his equipment bag over his left shoulder and cradling his hockey stick in his right hand. The rink was nearly empty . Though usually one of the first co leave, tonight he was one of
che lase.
When he reached the end of the hallway, Dan stopped and
peered through the protective screen at the darkened ice surface. It
had been an exciting game. They had won, and he had scored
twice. He squinted at the dim outline of the scoreboard at the far
end of the rink. The whole evening had been exciting, in fact.
Bue it had complicated things.
Dan turned and scrolled coward the exit. As he pushed open
the door and stepped out into the night, the icy air rushed co
meet him, scabbing at his face and lungs. Dan gasped, and cried to
regain his breach. It was bitterly cold out. le had been close co
thirty below for nearly a month. Dan dropped his equipment bag
on the packed snow and quickly zipped his parka the rest of the
way up. Then he picked up his equipment bag and hurried toward
his old half-ton, his breach puffing out in frost clouds in front of
him.
As Dan drove slowly down the icy streets toward the outskirts
of town, he thought about the conversation he'd had that evening
with John Munroe. Munroe had been escorted into the dressing
room a few minutes after the game. Before Dan had realized what
was happening, he was being introduced to Munroe. Then Munroe was sitting beside him telling him about the Calgary Centennials. Then he was asking a question Dan hadn't dreamed he
would ask.
"Randy McConald broke his leg lase week, Dan. Maybe you
heard. I'd like you to come up and play a game with us. You
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might be the one we need to take his place."
Dan's tongue seemed paralyzed.
Munroe continued: "I'd like you to come up Thursday and Saturday to practice with us. On Sunday we play the Regina Pats.
Can you work that out?"
"Uh . . ." Dan hesitated. He was registered to start school at
BYU in ten days. "Uh, yeah, I can be there."
Munroe smiled and handed Dan a card. ''I'll see you at my office at six o'clock Thursday." Munroe stood up and strode toward
the dressing room door. Dan stared after him, watching him disappear out the door.
He couldn't say no to Munroe. He would be crazy if he did.
Besides, he would only be playing one game. If he looked good
and made the team .... Well, if that happened, he would have
some decisions to make.
Dan steered the truck carefully over the bumpy, icy lane toward
his parents' old, two-story ranch house. A light was on in the
kitchen. His father hadn't been getting much sleep since the cold
spell had set in. There were a lot of cows to check on . Thirty below weather was rough on newborn calves.
Hopefully, a chinook would come soon and bring them some
relief. Chinooks were beautiful. When that warm wind came
blowing down over the mountains from the coast, the snow and
ice would start softening and melting. In three or four hours the
temperature would rise from thirty below to fifty above. During
cold spells like this, farmers prayed for chinooks.

As

he drove up beside the old house, Dan shut off the engine
and let the truck coast to a halt. Then he sat quietly, thinking.
The game was on Sunday. He hadn't played on Sunday very often, and when he had, he'd never felt very good about it. It would
be great playing for the Centennials, though. Coral would be
proud. So would his friends.
Dan smiled as he remembered the way his teammates had congratulated him after Munroe had left. One of them had teasingly
asked for his autograph. Pretending to be disgusted, Dan had told
him to get lost. It had felt good, though.
What if he made the team? It would complicate things. What
about BYU? And what about his mission? In six months he
would be nineteen. If he decided to play Junior, he would have to
postpone his mission until he was twenty. That wouldn't go over
too good, to say the least.
The following evening Dan drove into town to see Coral. After
he had visited with her parents for a few minutes, Dan followed
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Coral down the basement stairs and into the family recreation
room. She stopped beside the pool table, then turned and faced
Dan. They looked at each other searchingly for a few seconds and
then Coral smiled teasingly.
"I was afraid you might stop associating with me, Mr.
Celebrity!"
Dan grabbed Coral and hugged her against him, pretending to
be mad.
"Sure you did, ya tease. You know you've got me wrapped
around your finger." They laughed, and Dan released her. Instead
of moving away, Coral leaned up against him.
"I'm happy for you, Dan."
"Thanks." Dan gazed past Coral, trying to avoid her eyes.
"What's wrong?"
Dan looked at Coral. Her dark, brown eyes were studying him
carefully.
"I don't know," Dan said. He pulled away from Coral and
walked over to the couch at the side of the room. Coral followed,
sitting down quietly beside him.
"I don't know what I'll do if I make the team, Coral," Dan
said. "I'm excited about playing for them, but ... " Dan shook his
head. "I don't know."
"You're not so sure it's the right thing?"
Dan nodded.
"What do your parents think?"
"They left it up to me. They said they would support me m
whatever I decided." Dan grinned wryly. "You know how it is,
though. They're against it."
"What are their concerns?"
"Have you got time to listen?" Dan asked jokingly.
Coral smiled and waited.
"Number one, there'll be lots of temptation. I'll be in a bad environment lots of the time. Number two, I'll be playing almost
every Sunday. Number three, I'll have to postpone my mission,
and number four, if I get drafted into pro, I might be tempted
not to go on a mission at all." Dan waited for a response. When
she offered none, he prompted her.
"Well, what d'you think?"
Coral looked up at him . "I think I'm getting concerned."
Dan laughed and shook his head. "How quickly I lose my
supporters."
"No, I don't know, Dan. There are some real dangers,
though."
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"Yeah," Dan nodded. They sat in silence for several minu res.
Finally, Dan spoke again.
"You know, Coral, it isn't as simple as it first looks. I mean, I
want to do what's right, but I just don't know what right is."
"For example?" Coral asked.
"Well, is it wrong for me to play on Sundays? Of course you
say yes, at first. But is it? I mean, there are a lot of pro athletes in
the Church that play on Sunday. Nobody ever says it's wrong for
them."
Coral nodded slowly. "They're kind of held up to us as heroes,
aren't they?"
"Yeah," Dan nodded. "And another question. Would it be
wrong for me to play pro hockey if I got the chance, instead of
going on a mission?"
"I think so. You know what the prophet has said."
"But is it that simple? What do you do if a pro team is dangling a contract in front of your nose? Unless you're some kind of
superstar, you can't just tell them to give you a rain check for two
years."
"If the Lord wants you to play pro, I think he'd help you after
your mission."
"I wish I had that much faith," Dan said, shaking his head. "I
don't know, Coral. I know there've been pro athletes in the
Church that have gone through this. Some of them have chosen
not to go on missions. I don 't see how you can say they've neglected their call to be a missionary. Their whole life becomes a
mission."
"If they stay active," Coral said.
"Yeah," Dan agreed.
They sat together silently for several minutes. Finally Coral
reached over and touched Dan's arm .
'Tm not sure what you should do, Dan. I know I won't think
you're evil if you decide to play for the Centennials."
"Thanks," Dan smiled weakly. "I guess I'll just have to wait
and see what happens on Sunday. I suppose I shouldn't worry too
much. I don't even know if I'll make the team ."
Dan stood up and stretched and then reached down and pulled
Coral up.
"Come on, let's play pool. If we don't start making some noise,
your folks are going to think we're down here smooching."
On Sunday evening at the Rose Arena in Calgary, Dan stepped
onto the ice behind the Centennial's star centerman, Lanny Jackson. The crowd roared, and Dan glanced up at the sea of faces. He
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had never played in front of this many people before.
As the teams skated around the rink warming up, Dan's anticipation grew. At one end of the rink, he could see a television
camera mounted on a high platform behind the protective glass.
Beside it, a cameraman appeared to be making last-minute
preparations.
High up in the stands, above the spectator seats, was a large
pressbox . A white banner, with the letters CFXL printed on it,
stretched across the outside of the box. The game would be on
the radio. Dan's folks and Coral would be listening.
Somewhere up in the stands, Dan could hear an organ being
played . The fans were starting to clap in time to the music. The
air rippled Dan 's sweater as he sped across the ice. In another minute the referees would drop the puck to start the game.
From the opening face-off, the game was a battle. Dan took his
turn playing a regular shift alongside Lanny Jackson and Mark
Werter. Never had he played such fast and rough hockey.

"With

two minutes left in the game, and the score still deadlocked at 0-0, a fight broke out on the ice. Dan watched from the
Centennials' bench as the linesman wrestled the two players apart
and escorted them to the penalty box . As the penalties were announced over the loudspeakers, the crowd hummed . Each team
would have to play shorthanded for the remainder of the game.
"Jackson, Tolman , get out there!" Munroe barked, slapping
Dan on the back. Dan jumped over the boards and skated beside
Jackson toward the face-off circle. As they neared the circle, Jackson reached out with his hockey stick and tapped Dan on the shin
pads.
" Let's go, buddy ."
The puck was dropped, and a Regina Pat player controlled it
and stickhandled inside the Centennials' blue line, where he rifled
a hard slap shot toward the net. The Centennials' goaltender
stretched and kicked, and the puck careened in to a corner. The
seconds ticked steadily off the clock and again Regina controlled
the puck. With under a minute to go, a Regina player passed it
directly in front of the net. His teammate received the pass and
snapped it quickly toward the net. Again, the goaltender's pad
flashed, and again the puck bounced harmlessly into the corner.
This time a Centennial defenseman reached the puck first, and
with a quick pass he sent the puck skidding up the boards toward
Dan. As the puck hit Dan's stick, Dan put down his head and
took three quick, powerful strides up the ice. As he glanced back
up, he saw the blue form of a Regina defenseman hurtling toward
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him. A second before contact, he glimpsed a red-and-white figure
and he flipped the puck toward it. As the puck left Dan's stick,
the defenseman hit him, knocking him down. Dan felt his teeth
grind and he slid across the ice and crashed into the boards. His
head buzzed with the shock. Then, as the buzzing subsided, Dan's
eyes focused on the ice. Blood was dripping from his lip, splattering in red stars on the white ice. As he started to rise, Dan heard
the crowd roar. At the end of the rink the red goal light was on,
and Lanny Jackson was rounding the net with his arms and stick
in the air. Jackson had scored.

As

Dan staggered into the dressing room after the game, Munroe met him at the door and slapped him on the shoulder.
"Nice pass, kid. Next time keep your head up, though. We
don't wanna lose you."
Dan nodded sheepishly and licked his swollen lip. Munroe
stepped up beside him and put his arm around Dan's shoulders.
"You looked good out there tonight, Dan. Can you come up
Wednesday to sign some papers?"
"You bet," Dan said happily. He felt a twinge of guilt.
"Good," Munroe said. "Be at my office at four, okay?"
"Okay," Dan said. He watched as Munroe moved toward the
middle of the dressing room, mingling with the players. Dan
pulled off his sweater and hurriedly began to undress.
As he steered the old truck through the icy city toward home,
Dan relived the game. It had been thrilling. The TV cameras and
the radio. Thousands of screaming fans. It had been a thrill getting the game-winning assist. Dan smiled wryly. Even if he had almost lost his head making the pass. He gingerly touched his battered lip. It was aching and stinging now.
Dan reached forward and turned up the truck heater. It was
cold in the truck. He put his hand over the air vent and then
reached over and pulled a camping quilt oveF his lap and legs. It
had been a cold winter. On Friday night they had lost their first
calf. His dad had carried the newborn calf down into the warmth
of the cellar and laid it beside the wood stove on a tattered wool
blanket. The calf was white with frost and was shivering violently.
Dan had rubbed the calf vigorously with the blanket, trying to
warm it up. Then he held the calfs head up while his dad attempted to give it some warm milk. They tried several times to
get the milk down the calf's throat, but failed . Finally, the calf's
shivering ceased.
"I wish we'd get a chinook. It sure would make things easier
on everybody," Dan said unhappily, as they stared at the dead calf.
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Dan's father nodded, then smiled tiredly. "I guess if we don't
get one, we'll just have to tough it out until spring."
As he drove out past the city limits, Dan's thoughts returned
to the events of the game. He had made the team. It was hard to
believe. He would be playing beside Lanny Jackson. Company like
that wouldn't hurt his hockey ability any. It would be great travelling around Western Canada, playing in the big rinks, being on
television and radio.
As the truck chugged down the highway through the dark,
Dan shook his head. Playing for the Centennials would be exciting, but it would definitely change things. No BYU, and no mission, at least for a year and a half. Perhaps no mission at all. He
had always wanted to go on a mission and always thought he
should. Now, he wondered.
He had done a lot of praying the last few days. More than he
ever had. He wanted to do what was right. At least, he believed
he did. He had wondered about that the last few days, too. What
if the Lord did say no? It would be tough turning his back on the
Centennials.
And what about Coral? He would be separated from her, if he
went to the "Y." But if he played Junior. ...
As he neared the turnoff to his folks' ranch, tears began to
form in Dan's eyes. He wanted to do what was right. But he
needed to be sure what right was. If only the Lord would answer
him. If only He would make it clear, so that there would be no
doubt. Dan blinked and tried to keep back the tears. He didn't expect a visitation. Nothing like that. But, if the answer could be
strong and clear. ...
Dan turned the truck up the lane toward his parents' ranch
house. The truck lurched and groaned over the bumps and icy
ruts. There were no lights on in the house tonight. He was glad.
He didn't feel like talking to anyone. Not yet. Dan eased the
truck to a halt and shut off the engine. He sat quietly for a minute, trying to organize his thoughts. Finally, he opened the truck
door, stepped out into the freezing air, and walked slowly toward
the front porch.
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ILDING
ntil the time that David Evan arrived, Otto had been happy
living alone. He'd bought the farm back in the mountains to
live like his father had: free, without contamination. He had burrowed deep into the forest at the end of a winding road near
Plummer, Idaho-but not too deep ; he still had the advantage of
electricity to run his shop, his saws, his lathe, and his Rockwell
planer. Otto was crazy maybe, but he wasn 't stupid . He wasn't going to rough it.
This desire to create something out of the wilderness was a legacy: Otto's father had left the safety of his community to clear a
space for his family in virgin timber. The fact that Otto's family
were grown and married and that he was making this a hobby
really didn 't seem to make a difference ; hard work was hard work.
His entire life, Otto had wanted to build something fine, to start
from scratch like his father had done.
Otto had conceived the building of the barn while working in
his chainsaw shop in Coeur d'Alene, where he'd sat from nine until five on a high stool for twenty-five years cleaning out carburetors. Bending over the saws, his shoulders cramped, his eyes
searching for defects in the miniscule corners of chainsaw motors,
he had pinched a nerve in his neck, and it had given him a headache he couldn't get rid of without giving up his business. So
that's what he did.
After two years on his farm, he was still not ready to build. He
probably could have bought the lumber cheaper than buying the
equipment to work it with, but buying lumber meant an importa-
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tion, and he wanted the barn to be part of the farm, part of himself. He didn't want to look up when the barn was done and see
some crooked beam or cracked two-by-four that could have been
done right, but wasn't.
So here he was with David Evan, a nephew from California,
standing on the rutted back road that overlooked the pond. David
Evan was fumbling with his feet in the dirt just like his father,
Ev, had done the day before when he had talked Otto into letting
the boy stay with him. Last night Otto had driven Ev to Spokane
to catch the bus, and David Evan got used to the TV while they
were gone. This morning Otto was trying to make conversation.
He was beginning to see what Ev had meant about David
Evan's being hard to talk to. Unless he was looking right at you,
he didn't seem to hear a word you said to him. He just stood
there, his neck stretching forward, his head tilting suspiciously to
the side, and his reddened eyes focusing off in the distance. He
had on a white T-shirt that said "Catch Me If You Can" across
the front. His blue jeans were frayed around the pockets.
Otto told him how he had made the pond, how he had scraped
the bottom of the stream out with his dozer and dammed it off.
David Evan didn't seem the least bit interested. Instead, he started
poking with his toe at a rock that was stuck halfway out of the
ground.
"I figure with the spring run-off the pond ought to fill up and
be settled by July," said Otto. "I'll have me a regular lake. Be
good for swimming." David Evan mumbled something, but all
Otto could make out was that he thought it didn't look much
like a lake.
Otto picked up several rocks and skipped them across the muddy pond. He wiped his hands on the sides of his black work pants.
His hands were large, almost swollen. He tucked them in his
pants behind his suspenders, his thumbs poking out in front. He
wore a green long-sleeved shirt, rolled once at the wrists; black
calk boots and a green felt hat which he liked to tilt forward on
his head.
"I got a spring you know, up the side of the hill behind where
the barn will be, so that the water comes down by itself. Won't
need a pump-gravity feed. The water's as clean and pure as you'll
find. I figure later on this afternoon you can help me finish building the holding tank, that is if you're any good with a hammer."
David Evan kicked a few times at the rock in the ground. "I
suppose. There doesn't seem to be anything hard about a
hammer."
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Oreo pointed back up the hill coward the cement foundation of
the barn. "With chis spring, you see, I'll be able to have running
water in the barn. I thought char if I put in a couple of toilets
and a shower, the barn would be a nice place for barn dances, and
maybe I could organize a couple ball reams, scuff like chat. People
around here travel a long way to do things."
David Evan rolled his eyes away and shifted his weight.
"You're kidding."
It had occurred co Otto chat a strong teenage boy could be an
asset when it came co the hard work on the barn; raising the
beams would pose a difficult problem if he had co do it by himself. Bue he hadn't figured on chis exactly-chis attitude. Bue he
should have suspected as much the way Ev had stood there like a
used car dealer celling Oreo of all the advantages in having a boy
around co help on the farm . If chis was a welfare case, why hadn't
Ev come out with it in the beginning, without all the scuff about
needing a summer job? Orto nodded slowly, as if there were an
anvil tied and swinging from his chin; he could see how it was
now. Ev had always been the weak one of the family and could
never handle his own problems. David Evan would need a strong
hand to shape him up.
David Evan leaned over and picked up the rock chat he had
worked loose with his toe. He heaved it out into the center of the
pond , and Otto watched the circle chat it made.
"Here, I'll show you how co do char," he said. He bent down
and selected some flatter rocks. "Like chis." He skipped a flat rock
across the pond, and it clinked onto the rock pile on the ocher
side.
David Evan picked up some more round rocks and tossed chem
out in fast succession, the ripples making interconnecting circles
chat fused and dissipated. He reached down for more.
Otto remembered David Evan's father standing there yesterday,
scraping the rocks around on the road, crying to smash one into
the ground with the ball of his foot like he was trying to put out
a cigarette.
David Evan showered the pond with an entire handful of rocks.
And Otto said abruptly, "Come on, we have work to do." He
showed David Evan how to do the morning chores, feeding the
chickens and the cows.
That afternoon he had David Evan haul a load of cedar lumber
up to the spring site where he had been working on the holding
tank. From the moment he put the hammer in David Evan's
hand, he knew it wasn't going to be any use teaching him how to
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drive a nail. He didn't have the coordination. He held the hammer crossways in front of him and lifted from the shoulder. His
elbow stuck out to the side as if it had been broken at one time
and wouldn't function properly.
When he pulled his elbow in and got the hammer going in the
right direction, he used both hands on the handle. Otto finally
took the hammer from David Evan who was kneeling on the platform of the holding tank. "Here, you're doing that like a girl.
You'd better let me finish ." David Evan stood up and brushed his
knees, and Otto sent him down to the shop for more wood.
Otto thought he'd have to work David Evan into things gradually, start him with the animals and keep him busy in the garden. He hadn't done much with the garden since he had bought
the place, but maybe it would be something the boy could do to
keep him busy. With the hay fields gone to seed, and no equipment to run a farm right, all his farming amounted ro was taking
care of a few animals and hoeing a few vegetables. With David
Evan doing that, maybe he could get more done on the barn.
By the end of the week David Evan was taking care of the
cows and the chickens by himself. He took to the work and was
not altogether physically unsuited to doing chores, but there was
something about the way he carried buckets that, to Otto, made
him look as if he were about to take flight. His arms were long,
so he had to stretch out his upper arms in order to get the buckets off the ground. He'd race across the clearing between the feed
shed and the chicken coop, his head thrusting back and forth in
rhythm with his legs, his elbows flapping in the air.
As David Evan got the hang of the work, he'd finish sooner
each day, and Otto would try to work him in on different projects
with the barn. But it didn't always work out, and David Evan
would be given time off for the sake of Otto's peace of mind.
Then David Evan would wander off. Otto would see him idle
up toward the pond, or take long walks out into the fields or up
the mountain. Each excursion seemed to take him farther from
the house. From Otto's place up the hill, where he was usually
working on the barn or in the adjacent shop, he kept tabs on the
boy, watching him out in the meadow kicking through the wild
spring hay, kicking as if he were trying to scratch up some buried
treasure. But sometimes he disappeared altogether.
One day Otto was preparing the lumber to shiplap the bathrooms with, and David Evan was stacking it. After they had been
working together in the shop for a while, it came to Otto how it
was with boys. He was feeding the wood into the planer and Da-
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vid Evan was taking it out the other side and stacking it on the
opposite side of the workshop where Otto could get to it easily
from his table saw. They had worked several hours at this operation when Otto finally signalled to the boy that this was the last
piece of lumber. Otto fed the board of white pine into the rollers
at about one and a quarter inches, and the board emerged mysteriously from the other side groomed down to a little over three
quarters. As Otto switched off the planer with the satisfaction of a
job well done, he had the sudden notion that it was the same way
with raising boys: you give them a rigid set of guidelines, and
when they emerge they will not depart from it. He then gave David Evan instructions to clean up the shop while he went in to
get them some lunch.
Otto made them each a sandwich and poured some milk. No
use wasting good working hours fixing anything fancy. He sat
down at the table and waited. When David Evan didn 't come
right away, he went ahead and ate his own sandwich before his
milk got warm. David Evan's place was still empty when he finished. By this time he decided to go out after him , and his temper
was now as warm as David Evan's milk.
He stomped solidly up to the shop door and pushed it open .
David Evan looked up, startled. His seat was planted irreverently
on the pile of freshly planed boards, and he had a scratch awl in
his right hand with which he was digging into the soft white
pine.
"What do you think you are doing ?"
David Evan looked down at the scratch awl as if it were a dagger. There seemed to be no explanation and Otto asked for none.
He went toward the boy and grabbed the tool away, thrust it in
the corner, and squarely faced David Evan.
"I don't want to ever see you in here again. Do you hear me?"
The boy was gone for most of the afternoon , but came back
just at dark when the milk cow came up to the barn to be milked.
The incident did not make for warm relations between Otto
and David Evan, but eventually it faded with the routine of work.
Otto kept to the business of building his barn, and David Evan
kept to the demands of domestic animal life. The boy soon
learned his way around the kitchen to fix his own meals.
In mid-June David Evan and Otto were walking up to the
pond co see how it was filling in. They walked side by side up the
road past the barn; Otto, his hands swinging back and forth, tense
and ready to wrap themselves around a chainsaw; and David Evan,
his thumbs sticking through the loops on both sides of his gray
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pants, and his hands turned out horizontal as if getting ready to
play a piano.
Otto thought it strange how a quiet boy could be a bother; it
was always the energetic know-it-alls that seemed to cause the
trouble. Their conversation up the hill had been brief, but when
they reached the bank of the brimming pond Otto could not refrain from saying something.
"The water must be eight feet deep. What do you say to that?"
David Evan stood with his chest sunk in, his chin tucked and
almost touching his white T-shirt. "Looks kinda muddy."
"It'll clear up, don't you worry about that. My father built
himself a lake over in Montana, and it's still there. You know
there may even be fish in here someday. Yes sir, this is going to
be just fine." He looked down for a skipping rock, but there were
none around. He walked further up the bank where he could see a
supply in a curious pile, as if someone had put them there that
way. He bent over and was going to mention this curiosity to David Evan when he saw a beer can cooling in the shallow
edgewater.
"What? What is this? Somebody's been through here."
David Evan backed off, pretending not to notice.
"Right here in plain sight and on my own property." He
picked up the can and held it out away from him, between his
thumb and ring finger.
He looked suspiciously at David Evan . "You know how this
got here?"
"Nope. Unless maybe it was those fishermen passed through
here the day before yesterday."
"What fishermen?"
"Two of 'em. Passed right up your road, passed your shop
while you were inside buzzing away and you didn't notice a
thing. "
"Fishermen." Otto said it like there was a bad taste in his
mouth; then he said it again . "Fishermen. Any fishermen come
through here while I'm watching they'll wish they hadn't. And as
for you, I'd better not catch you doing something like this."
"Don't look at me. I said I never did it."
"We'll see about that." Otto carried the beer can back down to
the house and poured the contents down the sink.

By

the end of June, Otto had the beams ready to be raised into
position. He had eight laminated beams fitted and glued with
wooden pegs, glued carefully enough that he had considered metal
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bands unnecessary. He laid the beams out across the floor of the
barn like slices at the end of a loaf of bread, each beam resting
partially on the other, with the base of each butted up against the
metal posts where he would anchor the beam once it was vertical.
He looped a heavy rope through the high point of the top beam,
then through a pulley which was attached to a solid tree. He anchored one end to a second tree, and tied the other to the back of
his pickup. He rigged a second rope system in the opposite direction around a tree, twice for friction , so that he could guide the
beam and keep it from going over once it reached the top.
There was no way around needing David Evan ; Otto would
have to use him to drive the pickup. With Otto giving the orders
and guiding the beam, David Evan eased the pickup down the hill
in front of the barn foundation. The first beam resisted, but then
suddenly came alive, groaning and rising in jerky spurts in spite of
Otto's warnings to keep the motion steady.
" Easy does it, easy does it. Keep it even . Slow up there.
Whoa." His arm waved for David Evan to stop. " Set the brake.
Set the brake, and get out here and help me. "
Otto tied off the beam and with one of them on each side they
bolted it into position. The total process took nearly an hour. It
was early evening before they had all but the last rib raised into
position ; the entire structure resembled some decomposed,
beached whale. Otto was pleased with himself; he was pleased
with the barn ; he was even pleased with David Evan's working
alongside him all day without any foul-up. But he had to keep reminding him about things like the nuts on the beams-David
Evan never did seem to tighten them enough-and Otto had to
go around himself and check every one.
"One more to go, let's git 'er done."
Otto in position, David Evan in the pickup, the last beam arched slowly upward. Otto's arm shot down , and with an additional
staccato motion he indicated for David Evan to move into
position.
Otto tied his end of the rope off to the tree and tested it to be
sure it was taut. He was walking back into the shadow of the last
arch when the pickup suddenly lurched forward and stopped
again. The whole beam lifted off the ground and for one terrible
second, there was silence, silence like the stillness at the instant a
tree is severed from its base, a tense moment of hesitation before
gravity decides which way it will fall. Then there was an agonized
twisting sound, a sudden snap, a rush of air, a half-crazed Otto
sailing over a bank of dirt, and then the shattering crash of the
beam .
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By the time Otto's head cleared and he had dusted off his green
felt hat, David Evan was already bounding across the hay field as
if he were being chased.
Otto left everything where it had fallen and sac down at the
door of the barn to figure things out. It wasn't the barn that gave
him the real trouble. If it had been an accident, the boy wouldn't
have taken off like char. Accidents should be faced up co. Sure, he
would have done something co him, but chat was no reason to
cake off. David Evan was either weak or just plain mean, and
Otto couldn't figure our which.
He wrapped his hands around a white pine stick chat had been
lying beside him. He held it out in front of him parallel to the
ground, his forearms resting on his knees. He was still in chis posi cion when the moon came up, shining through the ribs of the
partially raised barn , repeating the arching lines in the dire in
front of him . As the moon ascended, shining over his shoulders,
the shadows drew in closer and gathered together into one solid
Gothic mouth which seemed to swallow him up.
Otto never did deal with David Evan about the last beam, but
continued in the same noncommittal manner, only with renewed
intensity. It now became harder and harder to talk with David
Evan all the time. If David Evan was innocent, he would probably
feel sorry enough, and chat would be his punishment. But, on the
ocher hand, if Otto ever found out chat the kid had done it on
purpose, he was liable to have a pulverized David Evan on his
hands.
Otto found a way co gee the last beam in position by himself,
and the rest was just a matter of rime. By the end of July he had
the roof finished , just in time co ward off the summer thunder
showers; he did most of the floor to the sound of rain on the
roof.
And in August when he finished the floor, he went up to his
new lake co celebrate. He hadn't been up in several weeks, and he
thought it should just be settling in now after the summer rain
storms. It would be full, clear up to the spillway he had put in the
dam co keep the water level constant. And after he finished the
floor, he was ready for a swim. He stripped to his shorts and
waded in . On the surface the water was calm and smooth and
clear. But underneath where he expected co feel sand, there was
mud and silt. His feet sank into about a foot of mud which was
layered with sticks and other debris. But the water was still cool
and inviting; pulling his feet out of the sucking mud, he lunged
our into the deeper part of the pond.
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While Otto was taking his afternoon swim, David Evan made
his rounds at the hen house. It was David Evan's main duty to
take care of the chickens, a particularly disagreeable job for Otto,
who had always felt that pigs had been given the bad name chickens deserved. Pigs divided their pen into sections for their three
primary bodily functions and maintained these sections religiously.
One summer he'd tried to pull a fast one on his father's pigs by
moving the feeding trough to the opposite corner of the pen so
he could save himself some steps coming from the feed shed. But
the following day the trough was back in its corner. So Otto had
gained a respect for the pigs, who kept things in their proper
places. But with chickens it didn't matter-their trough was their
latrine.
Otto liked thinking of David Evan in the chicken coop; somehow it was justice without the bother of a trial. In spite of this,
David Evan did seem to enjoy working there, and that somehow
took the pleasure out of justice.
Otto swam across the pond and back, back and forth. "I think
I'm going to like this," he said out loud to himself. "Yes sir."
The only problem came in trying to get out. When Otto put his
feet down they sank deep into the mud, and the mud was reluctant to let go. With each step, Otto had to wrench his body
around. He slapped and flailed at the water to get his balance, the
water beginning to writhe with the dark mud he was bringing
up. He went down and came up sputtering. By the time he made
it to shore, the water was turbid and churning. Otto stood looking down at his brown legs; his lake was nothing but a mud hole.
When he looked up, David Evan was coming toward him with
a dead chicken. He held it out in front of him on the top of his
palms as if he were offering it to Otto. David Evan told him what
had happened, and Otto had visions of David Evan, the chicken
hero, bounding head first into the middle of a chicken fight,
shoving hens right and left, his elbows high and nothing else visible except David Evan's tail sticking out above the others.
Otto might have laughed, but he was mad. "It's dead," he said.
"Get rid of it."
"But why's it dead? What killed it?"
"The other chickens killed it. Don't ask so many questions."
Otto pointed to the chicken's feet. "They can't tolerate anything that's different. They peck at it. Nature's way of culling out
deformities."
David Evan tilted the chicken, feet end up. Cherry-sized globs
of manure had formed and compacted around each of the claws.
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"It's not a deformity."
"Doesn't matter much, does it-it's still dead."
"What causes it?"
Otto shrugged his shoulders. "Water in the chicken coop, I
guess. Roof probably leaks. Better get him buried."
"But if the roof leaks, why don't we ... "
"Don't you listen? I said bury him. There's plenty else that
needs to be done. I don 't have time to repair a whole roof just on
account of one dead chicken . It's not common sense."
David Evan left with the chicken in his hands, and Otto never
did know what he did with it.

The

day the toilets arrived, Otto was excited ; he swept the
floors in each of the bathrooms, which were finished except for
those two final plumbing fixtures, and he laid out all the tools
he'd need for installing them . When the delivery truck finally arrived, he insisted on helping them unload.
The commodes sac disassembled outside the barn, the white
porcelain gleaming. Out of curiosity, David Evan watched the activities, but Otto wasn't about co ask his help. He did it himself.
By chore time he had the first commode installed, and his curiosity to see if it would work could not be delayed.
Since the flow of water co each separate bathroom could be
controlled by means of a valve outside the barn, Orto turned off
the one to the unfinished room and opened half way the one to
the completed bathroom. This was the first test of the new spring,
and the pressure might be too much. It was better co be safe. He
opened the main valve chat led directly co the spring, and waited.
He went back into the barn. The tank on the toilet was empty.
He came back out and opened the secondary valve full forcenothing. There was no pressure at all-none. He tried the sinks.
Nothing.
Otto climbed the hill co the spring, to the wooden holding
tank he had built; he banged on the side of it-empty. A hole had
been bored through the soft cedar at the bottom of the tank. It
was empty and no new water was coming in. He plugged it with
a stick, instinctively. He had checked the source of the spring earlier chat month and everything had been fine. But now it was dry;
no ripple of water flowed naturally from between the rocks like it
had in June. It had gone dry on its own and muse have been dry
for several weeks. He'd never thought of chat. Stopped by an ace
of nature. He felt betrayed. Bue the hole wasn't natural. That was
a deliberate, malicious act.
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He lifted the lid of the holding tank and peered in. The bottom was covered with rocks which had probably been dropped in
before the hole was drilled. The initials "DEJ" were carved upside
down on the inside of the tank, and the scratch awl had been
stabbed deep into the cedar. He let the lid drop. The boy was going to have to pay this time. He should never have listened to Ev.
From the spring, Otto could see David Evan sitting on the
uninstalled commode, chunking rocks into a dozer bank. Each
time he threw he causec a small avalanche. That was enough for
Otto, who had been balanced precariously at the top of the hill
himself; he avalanched down as if the boy had thrown a rock at
him.
But David Evan was too fast, and he was gone around the end
of the barn and out of sight before Otto had reached the porcelain. In all these times, Otto had wondered where the boy had always gone off to. It might have paid to find out earlier, for now
when he really wanted to get his hands on him he felt helpless to
find him. He also had it in his mind that the boy was probably
not too far away, probably watching him this very minute. He
searched the sheds, peeking around corners, dodging in and out
trying to surprise him .
The search was empty, and when Otto had tired of it, he returned, dragged himself up the short incline to the barn and went
inside. The smell of the wood soothed his anger, made him think
of pure things. He laid his hand on one of the beams near his
head and rubbed it. There were no rough edges.
What did it matter about the spring? The water would come
again. He could fix the hole and run a hose up from the house
until the water came back into the ground. The spring did not
matter. What mattered was the barn, and the boy had not succeeded in contaminating that. The barn was good. It was sturdy,
it was straight, and it couldn't be destroyed; that would take more
than one boy the likes of David Evan Jessop.
The afternoon sun filtered in through the corrugated skylight,
making rippled lines across the floor. Otto walked out into the
middle, his feet echoing like the sound of his father's axe chopping alone in the woods near their Montana home. Otto held out
his palms and let the sunlight hit them, he felt the warmth on the
top and the coolness underneath. He had helped his father build a
barn. And that barn had been solid; it was as good as the house.
He closed his hands into fists and lowered them to his side. This
barn was good. It was solid; it was true. He got down on his
hands and knees, and put his face next to the floor. His eye
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searched for curves-there weren't any.
He sat up, and from his knees he followed the lines of the
beams to where they converged at the top, then followed the light
rays back down to the floor. There in the hazy light of the skylights, he absorbed the grandeur.
But there was something that bothered him; something was
telling him it was a marred grandeur. There was something in the
corner of the barn where he was searching with his eyes. All the
times Otto had finished his work, he had always put his tools
away, swept up the scraps and dust. It wasn't any of that. There
was something foreign in his barn that did not belong there. Otto
scowled and got up to investigate. He did not have to go all the
way over before he recognized what it was-it was human excrement. There was no doubt this time. The holding tank, and now
this-David Evan was going home tomorrow. He'd face him with
this, have it out, and tomorrow he was going home.
As Otto emerged from the barn, the afternoon sun caught a reflection from the house. He waited, and it came again . It came
from the boy sitting on the bottom step of the porch, from something he was holding tight against his chest. He sat rigid, his
knees pinned together, head bent, his elbows out as if he were
about to thrust some great burden away from his heart. Otto
couldn't quite make out what it was, but something in the boy's
hand kept glinting, attracting Otto. The finger of light beckoned
him down the hill, across the creek and into the yard . As he drew
nearer he saw that it was a knife, pointing dangerously at the
boy's own throat at times, but always extending out and scraping
back, out and back. He was carving, and with such delicacy that
Otto surmised that the object must be very fragile.
Halfway between the yard gate and the porch he slowed. In the
boy's lap was an inverted chicken . The boy was carving the round
caked globules from the chicken's foot, and the chicken seemed to
be unconscious of any act of mercy. The chicken's head hung out
to the side preoccupied with trying to right the world.
Otto came up on the boy so as not to startle him . He wanted
to catch him unaware; he wanted to grab him, make him talk,
confess. But what the boy was doing arrested him-put him back.
It didn't make any natural sense. All this for a chicken.
"Do you think the chicken knows what you are doing for
him?" Otto asked.
"No, but he might when his head clears. Doesn't matter
though," said David Evan.
"They've already started pecking at him. They'll start again, you
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know. Don't see much sense in it."
"There isn't," said David Evan . "No sense at all."
Otto had the feeling he had been agreed with, but he wasn't
sure about what. He shook his head and turned away, found himself walking back the way he came. After all, what could he say to
a boy carving manure off a chicken's foot ?
When he got to the chicken coop, he looked in through the
window. It was leaking all right. The roof sagged in the middle
and looked like it might brush his head if he went in . There was
fresh hay on the floor. The person that built this hen house
should have built it better, that's all. They just didn't build things
like they used to. His father could build them. He built chicken
coops, barns, and houses. And a man could have lived in all of
them.
He opened the door and stepped inside. It was like stepping
into a hot bath with feathers. He shuddered and went back out.
David Evan was still carving when Otto got back, and Otto
noticed that the knife David Evan was using was one of the
dulled kitchen table knives.
" I got a pocket knife if you'd care to use it," he offered.
"This works just fine." The boy kept on shaving the compacted
manure, the dust falling indiscriminately on white T-shirt and
chicken.
Otto put his hands into his pockets and felt around as if he
were looking for something specific. Because the boy and the
chicken blended together so well there in the sun he hadn 't noticed what the boy was doing when he came upon him the first
time. It was clear to him now. He liked to have things clear, and
he was annoyed at not having been able to see the chicken from
further off. And the annoyance reminded him of his former anger-the thing in the barn. What was it he should tell this boy? If
he confronted him about the floor of the barn what good would
it do? What good had any of it done so far?
David Evan finished one foot and began on the other. The
chicken struggled for freedom in the temporary release, but was
held firm.
Otto could see the bleeding around the tail where the other
chickens had already been pecking. When it was put back into the
coop that way, all the boy's work would be for nothing. No sense
to it. No sense at all. If he let it run loose something else would
kill it.
He continued to watch David Evan. Maybe there was something you could put on a chicken ; seemed like his father used to
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do something. Something left by the previous owner perhaps. He
went into the house and knelt down on his knees in front of the
kitchen sink. Behind the garbage pail, behind the horse liniment,
beside the Epsom salts, he found a jar of soft coal tar. He held it
up to the light to read the label and brush the dust off. Not
much on the label but the name. He'd have to go by instinct. He
opened the ancient jar-it seemed good.

Out

on the porch, the boy was finishing off the other leg.
When Otto came out of the house he sat down on the step beside
David Evan. The boy's nearness startled him . He couldn't remember ever touching him. How was it with David Evan anyway? He
had never had trouble with his own boys. They had grown up
there in Coeur d'Alene working in the woods like he had done
himself as a boy. But David Evan was from California where they
didn't have the same opportunities. How was it with a boy from
California?
David Evan dropped the knife on the porch step and turned
the chicken over and held it against his own chest. The chicken
no longer struggled to get free. And then Otto knew how it was.
David Evan was just a boy in a white T-shirt with caked globs of
manure on his feet. Otto held out the jar of soft coal tar and David Evan took it.
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"Dig deep Hosea, the wolves."
He nodded and pushed the spade
deep into Nebraska
with a practical foot.
The wind pushed the prairie flat,
ruffled the canvas
over the small body
still as the land.
In Nauvoo, the wind was
gentle as daisies.
Joseph spoke of comfort.
Dirt drumming canvas.
They said a prayer,
climbed into the wagon .
He kicked loose the brake
and let the silence close in .
GAR y

GARY FRAZIER
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THE TRAP
Jaine whimpered pitifully as Tom tried to free her foot from
E
the aluminum step that snared her. They had been married
only a few months, and had just launched their new camp-trailer
on its maiden voyage. Grimacing, Elaine pulled as Tom forced a
crowbar against the inside of the step. The step creaked rhythmically, then gave way under the force; then suddenly, snap! Elaine
flew backward over the fishing rods and onto the ground. Tom
sucked his cheeks to keep from laughing as he helped her up,
dusting the twigs and dirt from her back.
PAUL McINTYRE

from California.

graduated in communications last year. He 1s
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Elaine was noticeably less amused. She glared at the camper.
Somehow, it had seemed much more luxurious on the lot in Carmichael, where Tom and the salesman had coaxed her into its purchase. The thirty-day satisfaction-guaran reed refund offer would
expire the day after tomorrow, she remembered, but she kept the
thought to herself. Even the mention of it would worry Tom .
Shelter Cove was only a scratch along the 120 miles of gnarled
California coastline between Fort Bragg and Eureka. It was fully
as obscure as the little group of vacationing plumbers and their
families who wound their way up through the redwoods co camp.
Coastal mountains, jutting out of the sea, plodding twenty-five
miles inland, pulled Shelter Cove out of the grasp of any genuine
pleasure seekers, and left it instead co chose who didn't know the
difference. For a crew of journeymen plumbers, dragging their
pickups, campers, and boats over those last miles of crude logging
roads to the scraggy beach was as routine as crawling under a cluttered kitchen sink.
Lately, Tom had spoken often about Shelter Cove, and what his
fellow-plumber friends always bragged about during breaks: fourwheel-drive pickups with oversized off-road tires (which never left
the blacktop), twenty-four-foot deluxe camp trailers loaded with
every luxury necessary to coax their wives inside, and an aluminum boat on a rack over the top. Every July they loaded their
families inside for the annual pilgrimage. Once there, they
splashed through the swells in their little boars co gee to the
schools of salmon. They boasted of how they loaded their boats
with fish and their bellies with beer. He had promised Elaine chat
someday he would be with them .
Elaine had never been coo excited by the prospect. But she was
excited about Tom, and so she cried to appear enthusiastic about
Shelter Cove. She consented to forego her season tickets to the
community concerts so that Tom could buy a citizen's band radio.
That was how the plumbers communicated.
"Pipe-wrench, big buddy, do you read me? Pipe-wrench,
big ... " Wasting no time, Tom raced for the car and dove
through the open window, grabbing the C.B. receiver.
"Yeah, this is me, big buddy," he replied.
"My handle is Hacksaw," the voice reprimanded.
"Oh, right. Sorry, I didn ' t recognize your voice big tube-fittin',
uh, uh, plumber's friend, uh, uh, I mean Hacksaw," Tom replied
in a frenzied voice.
"Come on back one time."
"Hacksaw, Hacksaw!" Tom cried.
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"Mercy, mercy, mercy," Hacksaw said. "Them fishes is jumpin'
in the boats out there. I'll be by to getcha in fifteen ticks, good
buddy."
"I'll be ready, Hacksaw-over." Tom looked puzzled as he hung
up the receiver. "I always mess up my C.B. talk," he complained
plained to Elaine, opening the car door and crawling out.
"Well, if you feel so bad, why don't you just walk over and
apologize?" Elaine suggested. "Hacksaw's still sitting in his truck
just behind our trailer."
"Naw, I've gotta get moving. Hacksaw'll be here to pick me up
in fifteen minutes," Tom replied as he guided Elaine to the trailer
and boosted her over the broken step.
"Coffee?" Elaine asked as she began hurriedly to mix up a packet of instant oatmeal for Tom.
"No, I can't stand that metal taste the trailer tank gives the water," Tom answered. "Just give me a can of that soda pop." Elaine
finished stirring the oatmeal and opened the refrigerator, starting
an avalanche of food.
"It's so hard to stuff a week's worth of food into those two
point four cubic feet," she complained. "Sorry, Tom, I guess I
drank the last cold soda," she said meekly, restuffing the refrigerator. "I can't stand the water either," she confessed.
"Just give me a warm one then," Tom sighed.
Elaine carefully placed the warm oatmeal and the warm Pepsi
on a placemat, flanked by plastic cream and sugar containers, plastic utensils and a precisely folded napkin . She had set the table
first thing that morning, remembering that she'd promised Tom
that she would transform their new trailer into a comfortable
little home just like the display model on the sales lot.
Womp, womp, womp. Hacksaw's big fist pounded on their
little door.
"Come on, Tom, them fishes is waitin'," he yelled. Tom wolfed
down his oatmeal, inhaled a few swigs of Pepsi, grabbed his coat,
and with a deep, gutty belch was out the door. He used to get
embarrassed when he did that at home, Elaine remembered as she
parted the tiny camper curtain and watched Tom walk with his
buddies toward their trucks. They all looked like they'd just
crawled out of a manhole, Elaine thought, as she beheld their
long, weathered faces falling from new-used hats, belts curled at
the tip, and loose white socks lapping over the tops of black oxfords, dull with neglect. Tom wore tennis shoes.
Pebbles popped under the impact of the big knobby tires as the
men put their trucks in gear and sped off to the bait shop. When
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they arrived at the dock, with four flats of herring and a six-pack
of beer apiece, Tom helped guide the trucks as they backed down
the rugged concrete ramp to the waterline. Lending one another a
hand, the men pulled, ·and with a familiar screech, the boats slid
off their racks. A little outboard was screwed to the transom, the
gear loaded, and then they were on their way.

As

they puttered out through the harbor, Tom gazed beyond
the breakwater at the masts of larger commercial fishing boats
swaying rhythmically with the swells.
"Start riggin' yer bait," Hacksaw growled, tossing Tom a silvery herring. Tom fumbled clumsily with the little fish a few seconds before Hacksaw broke in again . "Let me show ya how." He
grasped the herring tightly in his hand and forced a large hook
through its nose. Tom cringed, recalling horrid memories of the
family cat crunching his pet goldfish while Tom cleaned its tank.
He didn't wane to ask Hacksaw to re-bait his hook for him and he
hoped he wouldn 't have to.
The boat's bow slid past the breakwater, and almost immediately the little craft began to bob like a helpless cork under the
force of the shorebound swells. Seeing Tom's knuckles whiten as
he grasped the rail, Hacksaw bragged, "Don' t worry, I've taken 'er
through seas twice what we got here and never slopped more water in than we could bail out."
Tom gazed again at the tall masts swaying on the horizon .
Their sway seemed even more violent now that Tom was swaying
also. A dense fog hung hauntingly a hundred feet above the water's surface, seeming to enclose the mystic new world. In the
heavy, damp air the blue exhaust trail from Hacksaw's outboard
did not rise, but danced instead across the water, occasionally
drifting back into the boat. Tom looked again at the teetertottering masts. He squinted at the fog. Holding his breath, he
tried to avoid the nauseating smell of outboard exhaust. His head
sunk heavily into his hands. His stomach rolled tenderly with
each wave. He stared at his feet and thought of Elaine and wondered if she knew that he was about to throw up.
Duckplucker, Hacksaw's wife, rapped on Elaine's door. "Grab
your lounge chair and come out and enjoy the ocean with the rest
of us! "
"Just a minute," Elaine replied, hastily packing some peeled carrot sticks and stowing them along with her sunglasses, new paperback, and lounge chair. Then she headed out the door toward the
beach.
"Over here, honey!" Elaine turned and saw Duckplucker sitting
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with the other wives just outside her trailer, her soiled, pointed
tennis shoes propped up on an ice chest.
"Aren't we going down to the beach?" Elaine asked .
"Naw, the ocean looks the same here as it does down there,"
one of the women chuckled.
Nervously, Elaine looked for a place to unfold her chair. These
women were twice her age and dressed like a crew of migrant fruit
pickers. She wondered what she could say to make conversation.
"I 'm sorry, but I don 't know your real name," she asked, planting the legs of her lounge chair in the turf. "I've only heard you
talk on your C.B."
" Oh, it's Ellinore," she laughed. " The guys all call me Duckplucker 'cause I'm the plucker on the assembly line of us gals who
clean ducks at the camp each fall when our husbands go hunting.
You 'd enjoy the trip. Maybe Tom will bring you up this year. "
"Yes, maybe," Elaine gulped.
Ellinore rolled broken strands of lounge chair webbing in her
fingers. " What's that book you got there, Elaine?"
"Oh, it's a new one ... "
" Well I probably haven't heard of it then," Ellinore said. "I
don't read much. Started one of those Reader's Digest condensed
books a year back, but didn't finish it."
The other two women had nothing to say. One carefully
shaved a dirt clod with the heel of her boot, and the other played
with the tab of a beer can . All the women drank beer. Elaine had
rehearsed how she would politely turn down the offer. She hated
beer. To her the can was vulgar in a woman 's hand. And she
would turn down the cigarettes also. The ones these women
smoked were wrapped in brown paper and looked like little cigars.
Ellino re had an inch-long ash dangling off the end of hers. It
broke off and fell into her beer. Elaine cringed, but no one else
had no ticed, so she kept quiet and opened her book. Everyone was
all talked out after a long night on the C.B. radio.
Hacksaw had tried running the boat parallel with the waves
and then against them, but neither plan worked. Tom threw up
both ways.
" Let me take ya in , Tom . You 're too seasick to be out here,"
Hacksaw offered.
"Hell, no! It's nothin'," Tom replied, his head soaked from a
wave that had broken over it when he'd hung it outside the boat
to vomit. The wind chilled his nose red and blew his hair into a
prominent peak at the center. He gazed at the five salmon that lay
dead at the bottom of the boat.
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"They look happier than you," Hacksaw chuckled. "Only one
more an' you'll have your limit, Tom."
Tom hadn't had a bite for over an hour. Realizing he couldn't
last much longer, he let his line out a little deeper, thinking the
fish might have moved closer to the bottom. He continued to
inch out the line-it kept his mind busy.
Suddenly there was a crackle as Tom's rod doubled over. He instinctively yanked back against the pressure.
"It's not a fish. Yer just snagged on the bottom," Hacksaw
said. "Pull 'er up."
Tom pumped the rod as he rhythmically cranked the reel. "It's
comin' up," he said.
"Well, must just be a big ol' hunk o' kelp there, Tom. Fish
fight different 'en what you got."
Tom continued to pull and pump. A stream of sweat began to
roll down his neck. Hacksaw urged him on and showed him how
to use his back and legs. His arms were starting to tremble.
"You're gettin' there, Tom. 'Bout thirty fathoms out here and
they don't come easy with a load like you got."
Releasing a desperate gasp at the end of each stroke, Tom continued the slow retrieval. As he bent to begin another stroke, it
appeared. Ten feet under the boat the water was red.
"Look! What is it?" Tom gasped.
Hacksaw leaned over to the side and peered into the green
depths. "By damn, you caught you an ocropus," he chuckled.
"Should I cut the line?"
"No, just bring 'er on in, Tom. I know some folks that eats
'em."
Tom cranked the monster the last few feet up to the boat.
Gracefully, it rolled its long tentacles through the water, rows of
white suction cups lining the inner tentacles like infantry men
ready for battle. Hacksaw reached over and freed the hook. Frightened, the octopus enveloped the boat's entire underside, its powerful tentacles creeping over the rails.
Hacksaw seemed rather undisturbed by the unusual incident,
admiring the size and beauty of the orange-red serpent.
"Well, let's bring her on in, Tom," he said. But as two tentacles wove around the outboard, jamming the propeller, Hacksaw
said, "She's got us now."
Combining their efforts, Tom and Hacksaw grabbed hold of a
skinny tip and began to pull. Slowly, the little suction cups gave
way, with a pick, pock, pock sound. They had freed about one
third of the arm when progress stopped. The two grown men,
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struggling with all their strength were helpless against a single
tentacle. They both slumped back in their seats to catch their
breath. The current and wind were pushing the boat towards a
shoreline of steep, jagged cliffs. Even Hacksaw now began to
show concern.
"Get out the knives and we'll cut ourselves free," he ordered.
Tom passed him a knife and they began sawing, but the old bait
knives were dull and the strands of muscle on the creature were
tougher than new leather ; each tentacle as thick as a man 's arm. It
was a difficult and tedious task. One at a time, the white tentacles
were removed and thrown into the boat. Hacksaw and Tom both
kept a steady eye on the treacherous shoreline as they crept closer,
but neither dared mention it.

Nearly an hour had passed and seven tentacles were safely in
the boat, yet the frightened octopus refused to surrender. With
water jetting out of tubelike openings in its large beachball head,
the creature continued to cling to the boat until the last tentacle
was removed.
Minutes later, the surf would have dashed the little boat against
the rocks. Hacksaw anxiously pulled the starter rope and aimed
the boat back toward the harbor. Exhausted, silent, Tom's hands
quivered from the strain and Hacksaw plucked at the tab on his
beer can several times before mustering the strength to open it.
As they neared the ramp, Hacksaw recognized the figures of
their wives and buddies waiting to greet them.
" Stayed out a good time," one called. "Must have found a nice
school, eh, Hacksaw?"
Their calls awoke Tom who'd fallen asleep over a pile of sleeping bags in the bow. He peeled his eyes open and looked at the
happy faces that surrounded him. Even Hacksaw was now smiling
again. Tom tried to connect his thoughts to the stories he'd heard
daily at work, and to the jovial mood that accompanied their telling. Had he missed something, he wondered?
Then he spotted Elaine breaking out of the huddle, her pants
rolled up to the knee. She waded out to greet him. She had listened to the other gals greet their fishermen, and she wanted to
say the right thing now to Tom.
Elaine's clean youth and vigor built a sharp contrast against the
old salts in the background. Tom thought he would propose that
they pack the camper tomorrow and beat the thirty-day guarantee.
He hoped she hadn't become too attached to it.
As the boat crept closer, Elaine could see the pale, drawn look
on Tom's face. She wondered if he realized that he was groaning
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out loud. Helping him up, she straightened his hair. He leaned
heavily on her shoulder.
''I'll tell ya, that sucker's tentacles were as long as I am tall,"
Hacksaw was bragging.
"Naw," came the replies.
"See for yerself," Hacksaw said as he hoisted two long, limp
tentacles from the boat.
"Holy smokes, will ya lookee there."
The oohs and aahs mounted until the entire dockside was filled
with curious onlookers who cackled like frenzied seagulls. Hacksaw gleamed with delight as the cameras clicked.
Tom saw that his companion was getting all the glory; a mixture of envy and loss put his heart to pounding. Brushing the herring scales from his coat, he left Elaine and stepped between
Hacksaw and the crowd.
"Hey, I caught it," he demanded. Picking up the large, rubbery
octopus head, Tom began to prance through the crowd. "Once he
grabbed my hook that sucker was a goner," he boasted. A small
group huddled around him for a closer look, as Tom promised
he'd catch an even bigger one tomorrow.
"Looks like he had the time of his life," Ellinore assured Elaine.
Then they turned and headed back to their lounge chairs.
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JUNGLE INCIDENT

The green, green on green,
Damp on green:
The shape of a thousand
Dew drops heightened in the sun,
Candling light like prisms
In the humid ambienceWe crawl.
As the sun and morning melt
The dew and dark,
In mist,
And a hint of napalm
In the dawnWe crawl.
A neon flash: the dull
Wave of air. And silence.
The green,
Carmine on green.

MICHAEL RUTTER

is from American Fork. A graduate student in English, he has published in The English journal, BYU Studies, The
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RECEPTION

The only rough about her
was the feeling of the lacewhite, like that which he'd
laid over
emblems before;
White like the cake
and the cloth under it
as it was blessed,
broken,
and she bent
to the implications
of taking his name upon her.
And somehow,
the tin cans after it all
seemed irreverent,
like him and the other deacons,
giggling and punching after that,
the other
Sacrament.

MITCH DAVIS

MITCH DA VIS

is a senior in English from Escondido, California.
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am a black hole, a collapser. I am a singularity in the spacetime continuum. I eat light. Gravity has overcome all physical
obstacles to my contraction. I am not a mere wisp of gas, an almost weightless planet, an unstable star expanded by the force of
my own stellar furnace, a white dwarf star held together only by
the electromagnetic force, nor a neutron star created within a supernova. No, I display the ultimate power of gravity over all other
forces, over all matter. Nothing can escape the contraction of matter beyond my event horizon, the point where nothing moving
less than the speed of light can escape me.
I am a singularity in the space-time continuum. The laws of
the universe stop at my event horizon. My laws reign within that
horizon. Light falls into my gravity field, and if it comes too
close, its path will bend, spiraling into my interior, never to
escape.
I am the ultimate in gravity. The gravity within me overcomes
all other forces and matter. That is not so everywhere. The electromagnetic force usually resists gravity. Atoms can hold onto other
atoms, forming stabled molecules which essentially will not contract under the negligible gravity field of a planet. The electromagnetic force is more potent than gravity in a white dwarf star,
holding the atoms together, disallowing contraction beyond the
inner orbits of the electrons. The "strong force," another of the
basic forces of the universe, is stronger, holding the neutrons together in a neutron star. Even it cannot resist the force of my
gravi ry. I am stronger than them all.
Once I was just a common cloud of interstellar gas, a large
cloud. A mild gravity field held me together. My density as a
cloud increased gradually through the action of gravity. The
atoms could not become very dense because of the vast empty
spaces between the electrons and the nucleus, but spots did form
within the cloud where my molecules collected. The electromagnetic force connected one atom to another. Dense spots condensed, forming larger dense spots. Planetary bodies of a sort were
created within me. Most of the atoms in these planetary bodies
were contracted into molecules. The random movements of the
atoms were no longer sufficient to hold them apart against the
pull of gravity.

I

I

was contracting rapidly now. At first the gas was spread quite
homogenously throughout the cloud. As I contracted, homogeneity was retained. I was shrinking faster, becoming denser. The
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homogenous quality of the cloud meant most of the matter condensed together, forming just one body. It took less than one million years to contract to this point.
The speed of contraction and the force of gravity bringing the
atoms together increased the heat of my interior, which was now
very dense. When the temperature reached twenty million degrees, the hydrogen atoms were forced together to make helium.
Fusion began. I had become a star. About one percent of my mass
was converted into energy, mostly in the form of light. The photons of light then began their journey outward to the edge of the
star and out into space. The photons exerted pressure on the infalling matter of my cloud, stopping my contraction .

I

was not a rypical star, not a mere million and a half kilometers across like a sun-size star. I was three hundred million kilometers in diameter. The orbit of the earth would fall inside me. I was
a blue supergianc, with thirty times the mass of the sun. The stellar winds emanating from me swept the excess gas, residue from
the original cloud, into space.
Supergiants are not noted for stability, especially the higher
energy stars like blue supergiants. We only last about a million
years. That is short on the stellar scale, compared to the ten billion year life expectancy of the sun . Supergiants rapidly deplete
the supply of hydrogen within, fusing it into helium . From such
action, I contracted slightly, and my core contracted more, raising
my heat to two hundred million degrees. A new process of fusion
began ; helium now fused into larger atoms. Newer phases of activity followed as the supply of helium was used. I was becoming
unstable now. Other forms of fusion began as the heat increased
to over a half billion degrees. Soon iron was forming at my core.
There is essentially no fusion beyond iron.
Then came the catastrophe. Fusion decreased drastically because
there was so much iron in my core. The heat at my core increased
dramatically. Suddenly, photon production stopped cold, and all
the energy of the fusion process was released instead as neutrinos,
which essentially do not interact with matter. They flashed to my
edge at the speed of light in less than ten minutes.
There was no more energy keeping me from contracting. No
more pesky photons of light pushed the matter away from my
core, or halted the course of gravity. The matter of my blue supergiant began contracting at great speed. Gravity would not be denied. The collapse of the core began minutes before the collapse of
the edge of the star, with gravity pulling at all the matter in the
supergiant, increasing the speed of my collapse.
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This is the last defiance against gravity. Even the "strong force"
is not infinitely strong. The contraction of a star with only four
solar masses would overcome the strong force, leaving no more
barriers against the ultimate will of gravity, and I had thirty solar
masses. In only hours, not years, my mass contracted the one hundred fifty million kilometers to the core. The surface never did
reach the core. Most of my mass as a supergiant had already contracted, reaching speeds up to ten percent the speed of light. This
large mass traveling at this great speed reached my center. The
heat increased exponentially to trillions of degrees. I exploded .
I was now a supernova: twenty solar masses exploding, expanding, generating prodigious amounts of photons, giving off more
light than the entire galaxy. All life within several light-years was
severely affected, most of it dying. A wave of high-powered cosmic rays, elementary particles hurled out at speeds up to half the
speed of light, swept through this arm of the galaxy, altering the
magnetic fields of many planets. The matter of my star exploded
at a much slower pace, moving away from the center at three
thousand kilometers per second. This explosion allowed neutronium and even denser states of matter to release. Mostly hydrogen
precipitated from these denser states of matter, forming a hot nebula that gave off different colors in different areas. Someday, other
stars will precipitate from that nebula.

I

was lucky. As most of the star exploded, the heat decreased.
My event horizon stabilized at a six kilometer diameter, trapping
five solar masses inside. I was moving, no longer at the center of
the expanding cloud of hydrogen that formed the nebula. Someday I will approach a stellar system. Maybe I will hit a star. Perhaps I will absorb part of it, with my event horizon expanding,
surrounding it, trapping it, changing me.
Sometimes I can feel gravity waves of others of my kind, but
there is no communication. I am alone. I can eat you. I am a
s.ngularity in space-time, a collapser. I am the ultimate expression
of gravity. I am a black hole.

DON WRIGHT is a graduate student in geography from American
Fork. This essay placed in the 1980-81 Elsie C. Carroll Informal
Essay Contest held by the English Department.
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HRISTOPHER NICHOLAS

C

hristopher Nicholas Evergreen-Schmidt
Began rhyming words and he just couldn't quit.
Though his mother and father begged him to stop,
Still he continued, "Tip-top, lollipop."

From nine in the morning till twelve in the night
He rhymed words with zoo with all of his might.
"Rendezvous, kangaroo, parlez-vous, moo,
Timbuktu, billet-doux, cockatoo, boo."
Tuesday at school he began to frustrate
The teacher who asked him to participate.
He began to recitate:
"The late great Henry the Eighth,
Trying to perpetuate
The state with a lawful heir,
Did infatuate, captivate,
Dominate, and finally terminate,
Six women so very fair."
Later the teacher said to the father,
"Your son's rhyming problem is really a bother."
"My son, this rhyming must cease and desist."
"Yes, papa, it's something I'll try to resist."
So Christopher Nicholas Evergreen-Schmidt
Stopped.
DIANA FRANKLIN

DIANA FRANKLIN 1s a senior m English from Durham, North
Carolina.
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